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Ohretien announoes 
Speoial Aid To Eoonomy 
OTTAWA tCP) -  Finance receiving the basic old age 
Minister Jean Chretien an- security pension of $159.79 a 
nounced Thursday night a month who have little or no 
three-cent cut'in the excise other income. 
tax on g~oline, a means- The monthly family 
tested $20 monthly increase allowance for each child will 
in the guaranteed income be reduced to $20 from the 
supplement for oldage current $25.68. But those 
pensioners and a refundable earning less than $18,-000 a 
Begin said the reductions 
in the monthly family 
allowance payments would 
mean asaving of $590 million 
in federal expenditures. But 
$800 million would be 
channeled into the hand's of 
Canada's working poor by 
the refundable tax credit. 
tax credit for low and year will get a refundable Shesaidtheincreaseinthe 
middle-income r cipients of tax credit of $200 a year for income supplement for 
family allowance payments, each child under the age of pensioners would pay 
18. another $560 million to the 
The cut to seven cents 
from 10 cents in the excise 
tax levied in 1975 effectively 
eliminates the impact of an 
oil price increase that would 
have hit consumers early 
next week. 
Chretien said the $20 
monthly increase for pen- 
signers .would apply to a 
couple now receiving the 
$199.04 maximum. About 55 
per cent of old age pen- 
stoners-- these over 55--onw 
receive all or part of the 
income supplement. 
The supplement is 
available to those now 
As a family's income rises low-income lderly. 
above $18,000 the amount of "This money will ,go to 
tax credit will be reduced by those Canadians most likely 
$5 for every $I00 in earnings, to provide a direct stimulus 
In a separate release, to the economy by spending 
Monique Begin, minister of it on the necessities of life 
health and welfare, said that and least likely to put it ito 
a one-child family would savings or the purchase of 
receive a $200 credit at luxuryorfereigngoeds,"she 
$18,000, a $100 credit at said• 
$21,000 and would cease to MORE CHANGES I~LAN- 
receive the credit as the NED 
family income rose above Chretien also said he 
$21,000. " would aanounce unspecified 
She said that more than 2.4 changes in the unem- 
million families with more p loyment  insurance  
than five million children program in the next few 
would receive the benefit, weeks as well as programs 
for job creation, capital 
investment and unem- 
ployment insurance. 
Momque Begin, mtmster 
of health and welfare, said in 
a separate release that it 
would be reduced to $20 for 
all families at the beginning 
of theycar. But families with 
income of up to $18,000 a year 
will get a refundable tax 
credit of $200 ayear for each 
child under the age of 18. 
• Chretien's tax and spen- 
ding changes, announced at 
a hastily-arranged news 
conference, included arange 
of programssome needing 
parliamentary approval and 
someinvolving 
arrangements with the prov- 
inces. They would normally 
be given in a budget 
presented to Parliament. 
He acknowledged that 
there were at least as many 
propeoed changes as there 
were in his last formal 
budget April 10.' 
v , J  
Premier W.R. Bennett is being introduced by PNE parade through 2 miles of downtown Vancouver 
President ErwinSwangardtodeclare the 64th annual Streets. Grace McCarthy will be attending the 
fair officially open. Provincial Secretary, the Hon. Bulkley Valley Exhibition at Smithers this weekend 
Grace McCarthy, the Discovery Fair Parade Mar- along with the Hon. Iona Campagnolo. 
shall waits for introduction before leading the 80 unit 
B.O. Bans 'In Realm of Senses' 
.' VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
Controversial Japanese film 
has been found to be in 
violation of the Criminal MeCausland initially ap. 
C-ode and likely will not be proved the movie for 
shown here again, screening at the current 
Crown presecatorRichard international film festival 
Israela made the decision here, where it was shown 
Thursday after consulting Monday. 
with the RCMP and Van- Israels said that both the 
couver police vice squad, sex and violence in the film 
'who viewed In the Realm of contravened the Criminal 
the Senses Wednesday at the Cede. 
offices of ~ Mary-Lou Mc- It was to have been shown 
Causland, the provincial film again tonight. 
c lassiflcationnfficer. McCausland said the film 
was approved by a con- 
census of her film classifiers 
because "it seemed ap- 
propriate for an in- 
ternational film festival" al- 
though it did not have ap- 
proval for general 
distribution. 
She said the film was first 
classified last year but was 
not shown in B.C. because 
the distributors refused to 
make the cuts requested by 
her agency. In the interim, it
played in Quebec and Mc- 
Clausland ecided to allow it 
into the film festival for two 
screenings. 
"It's not one of your 
regular skinflicks that end 
up in movie houses 
specializing in that kind of 
movie," McCausland said, 
"It's a serious work that 
caters to a very different 
kind of audience." 
ncial Secretary and 1978 Parade Marshall, the Car--the80unitparade, thekick.offeventfor the 1978 
Grace McCarthy waves to PNE crowd as she PNE "Discovery Fair"• 
in a replica of a 1930 "EXCALIBUR" Touring 
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As mentioned inThursday's HERALD, Miss Prince 
Rupert was the winner at the PNE Pageant. Can you 
pickher out of all the lovely contestants assembled 
back row left to right 
Miss Merritt Miss Carol Heyworth 
Miss Enderby Miss Linda Wooldridge 
Miss Nanaimo 
Miss Abbotsford 
Miss Cariboo 
Miss Langley 
Miss Parksville 
Miss Ladysmith 
Miss Vernon 
Miss Quesnel 
Miss Kelowna 
Miss North Shore 
Miss Mission 
Miss Chilliwaek 
Miss Hazelton 
centre row I-r 
Miss Trail 
Miss Powell River 
Miss Creston 
Miss Gibsons 
Miss Stephanie Samarin 
Miss Shelley Griffiths 
Miss Kim Metchette 
Miss Arlene Smysniuk 
Miss Patti Stahley, 
Miss' Laura Mottishaw 
Miss Melanie Munk 
Miss Tummy Zadorozny 
Miss Terry-Lee McKinnon 
Miss Cindy. Ott 
Miss Patrtcia Fell 
, Miss Laurie Edwards 
Miss Tina Hamill 
Miss Christine Hanlon 
Miss Peggy Cattanach 
Miss Janet Ringheim 
Miss Melanie Mahlman 
below? She is in the dark jacket eleventh from the 
right in the middle row, next to Miss Prince George. 
Miss Cowicban Lake 
Miss Nelson 
Miss Salmon Arm 
Miss Kamloops 
Miss Penticton 
Miss Squamish 
Miss Prince Rupert 
Miss Prince George 
Miss Victoria 
Miss Grand Forks 
Miss White Rock 
MISS PNE PICTURE 
front row l-r 
Miss New Westminster 
Miss Cranbrook 
Miss Revelstoke 
Miss Vancouver 
Miss Burnaby 
Miss Surrey 
Miss Ridge-Meadows 
Miss Richmond 
Miss Kelly Peterson 
Miss Holly McDonald 
Miss Trixie Thorpe 
Miss Carla Girbav 
Miss Cheryl Mustard 
Miss Marian den Dekker 
Miss Gloria Macarenko 
Miss Jo-Anne Bennison 
Miss Susan Mair 
Miss Heather Peterson 
Miss Faye Osh0wY '
Miss DonnaTays 
Miss Delayne Morris 
Miss Shirley Hood 
Miss Patricia Morley 
Miss Heidi Grathwol 
Miss Nicole Bedard 
Miss Cindy Hudson 
Miss Kim Dilworth 
Unemployment 
at 13 per out 
EDMONTON tCP) -- 
Unemployment i  Canada is 
upwards of 13 per cent--far 
greater than figures 
I reported by St;itistics 
[ Canada--the National 
IConncil.of Welfare~,sa~/q.~, .i, 
| Working Togethei', the 
Icouncil says ;.labor.force 
statistics collected each 
month by federal govern- 
ment fail to count among the 
jobless those who, though 
willing and able to work, 
have become discouraged 
and stopped job-hunting. 
The "hidden unem- 
ployed", many of them pour, 
unskilled and uneducated, 
swell the ranks of the jobless 
to one-and-a-half times the 
federally-published average 
of 9,6 per cent for the first six 
months of 1978, the council 
says. 
The council is a Canada- 
wide citizens' body formed to 
advise health and welfare 
officials, 
Ken Battle, assistant 
director, said the report has 
been sent o Monique Begin, 
federal minister of health 
and welfare, and all mem- 
bers of parliament. It 
stresses the need for im- 
mediate government help for 
the unemployed. 
Toothpaste 
Examination " 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
British Columbia govern.i 
ment has terminated the 
contract of a medical doctor ~ 
for mistreating women at the 
Lower Mainland Regional 
Correctional Centre in 
Burnaby, a spokesman said 
Thursday. 
Corrections commissioner 
Bernard Robinson said the 
doctor was dismissed for 
using an improper lubricant 
during an internal 
examination. 
He said toothpaste was 
used instead of surgical 
jelly. 
The firing followed com- 
plaints by five Doukhobor 
earlier this summer that 
they had been held in austere 
surroundings, had their 
clothes taken away from 
them, had been denied 
visiting rights and received 
improper medical treat. 
mont. 
Cons Beaten 
BURNABY, B.C, (CP) -- 
Seven guards at the Lower 
Mainland Regional 
Correctional Centre were 
charged with assault causing 
bodily harm after a former 
~ isoner complained he was aten while in the prison 
awaiting sentence. 
Russell James Elliott, 2H, 
who made the complaint. 
now is serving a six-year 
sentence, for drug traf. 
ticking. 
hoe to Save Men Trapped Underwater 
LE HAVRE, France tAP) hull or lift the 850-ton Mary a witness said: "In five 
-- Divers worked frantically Weston from the ocean flour, seconds it had gone under." 
Thursday to rescue four the rescuers waited for the The Mary Weston's nap- 
British seamen trapped tide to ebb, but said it would tats, KennethSheate,50, was 
underwater when their be a miracle if the men were thrown from the ship by the 
vessel capsized in a collision still alive. 'r . . impact. The French harbor 
with a cargo ship, but~0f .~ A~.ls0.ton:~ne failed to pilot who also went over- 
~ficials aid .there was.~li~le ~ ~.:h0iSt ~thei:e~t~r from the  ~ hoard/was ~rescued and' in 
hope of finding them alive, bed. of the seine River hospital in a state of shock. 
.... ' estuary in which the ship's ' Soon after the collision, the 
The captain of the capsized masts were embedded, divers made contact with 
ship, thrown overboard by one of the trapped men who 
the coil|sign, also was The Mary Weston eolilaeo communicated to them: "I 
missing, with the 16,000-ton Ivory am alone, in the engines, and 
Unable to penetrate the Coast freighter Yahasse and l am not wounded." 
Last Minute News 
OTTAWA ON THE PHONE 
By the Editor 
Rumours were rife in 
Canada's capital city on the 
telephone Thursday mor- 
ning, as to what bombshells 
Canada's Minister of 
Finance would be dropping 
at 9 p.m. Jean Chretien had 
promised to make known, at 
that time, what and where 
further cuts Would be made, 
and approximately another 
billion dollars or more were 
expected to be lopped from 
the budget, 
• .One speculation was a 
rollback of announced in- 
creases of a dollar a barrel 
on domestic oil prices would 
he revealed. Also five cents a 
gallon would be dropped 
from home fuel prices, and 
seven or eight cents a gallon 
on gasoline prices, By the 
time this item appears in 
Friday morning's paper, 
however, the truth will have 
"outed" and the Canadian 
public will be no longer in 
suspense. 
..Paul Johnson, special 
correspondent and free lance 
journalist with the Ed- 
monten'JOURNAL and the 
Calgary IIERALD returned 
to Ottawa following a three 
weeks tour with Con- 
servative leader Joe Clark 
through Ontario and also the 
Maritimes. 
..Johnson is said to be 
convinced that Joe Clark's 
popularity is on the upswing, 
regardless of Gallup polls to 
the contrary. He feels now 
that Clark will not only hold 
his own in the Maritlmes but 
will get in in the next election 
- with a majority. 
. ,A l so  seen in Ottawa, this 
week. was Frank Howard. 
Frank, tanned and healthy 
looking, was said to be en- 
joying living in Ottawa, after 
years in the B.C, "outback". 
lie now has a job selling 
stocks and bonds for 
Richardson Securities and 
although e was quoted as 
describing himself to be "no 
star salesman" had yet to 
sight the wolf on the family 
threshold. 
• .When Frank lost his seat in 
Skeena riding to lana 
Campagnolo, he had ac- 
cumulated sufficient years 
service to qualify him for a 
parl iamentary pension, 
which, if I am correct, is tied 
into a cost of living clause 
aud no doubt Is enough to 
keep him off the welfare rolls 
of Bill VanderZalm. 
.,Speaking of Ottawa and 
Skeena Riding.., 
Tonight, at 7:30, Skeena's 
M.P. lona will be par- 
ticipating in the opening of 
the Bulkley Valley 
Exhibition in Smithers, after 
officially opening aKeep Fit 
and Nature Trail in Granisle, 
earlier this afternoon. 
..Saturday morning, the 
Minister of Fitness and 
Amateur Sport will be 
participa-acting in the 
Bulkley Valley Parade, and, 
Saturday afternoon, meeting 
with  const i tuents  there .  
• .Sunday morning, she will 
be in Rupert to officially 
open the Prince Rupert 
Fishing Exhibition in the 
Pride of the North Mall. 
Gladys Blyth, well known 
photographer and author of a 
history of Port Edward - 
where she lives - is in charge 
of the exhibit, which is 
sponsored by the Prince 
Rupert Visitor's Bureau. 
Gladys hopes for a full 
fledged Marine Museum to 
become a reality for Rupert 
in the next couple of years, 
• .Dur ing  Saturday and 
Sunday, lena will be drop. 
ping in on the Horticultural 
and ilomecraft show at the 
Prince Rupert Civic Centre. 
This will probably bring 
back memories to her of the 
days when she used to be 
president of the same 
Ilortleultural Soriety. Judge 
exhibits, exhibit her own 
prize winning plants, and 
participate in flower 
arranging classes and 
displays. 
Forestry Manager Appointed 
VICTORIA, B,C. -- Deputy 
Minister of Forests, T,M. 
Apse)', announced today the 
appointment of J,A.D. 
IDenny~ McDonald as 
regional manager of the 
Cariboo region with 
headquarters at Williams 
Lake. 
Mr. McDonald, who has 
served with the ministry of 
forests for the past 24 years. 
has been assistant regional 
manager of the Kamloops 
region since 1976. 
lie was born and schooled 
in Magnet. Manitoba. served 
hw 5,~ years with the I,nrd 
Slraiheooa 2nd Armoured 
Itegimenl. and graduated 
fr,nl Sandhurs! Military 
('.liege• EIiglilnd. in 1944 
l{etur,ung to Canada in 
1946, Mr. McDonald attended' 
the University of British 
Columbia nd worked for the 
forest service during the 
summer months. 
Following university 
graduation i  1951, he was 
employed by B•C, Forests 
Products Ltd., before joing 
the forest service in 1954 
Holding a variety of 
positions in Victoria and 
Prince Rupert, Mr. Mc- 
Donald was appointed in- 
charge of protection for the 
Prince George forest district 
in t0~. Four years later he 
was transferred toKamloops 
where he held the same 
position until 1972. when he 
was appointed assistant 
dislrlcl lort,slel' for'NelSon, 
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Washington tests "death ray" 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) 
--A laser beam--the "death 
ray" of science fiction-has 
been used to sheet down a 
high.speed antitank missile. 
The U.S. detente depart- 
ment said today the latest 
test of the highly con- 
centrated beams of light for 
use as a possible weapon 
took place in January. 
"The navy, using a 
moderate power chemical 
lassO" successfully engaged 
and destroyed, in flight, two 
anti-tank missiles," a 
PKENTAGON 
SPOKESMAN SAID WHEN 
ASKED ABOUT THE 
TESTS NEAR San Juan 
Caplatrano, Calif. 
The spokesman declined 
further comment on the tests 
with the anti-tank missiles, 
reported by Aviation Week 
magazine. 
The Pentagon also con- 
firmed, for the first time, 
that a helicopter had been 
shot down by a laser during a
1976 test at the U.S. Army's 
Redstone Arsenal in 
Alabama. 
High-energy lasers also 
years, now has decided to 
confirm the 1976 tests i 
volving the helicopter. 
Defence Secretary Harold 
Brown gave a first indication 
of the tests held last January 
when he told the Senate 
armed services committee 
in February that lasers oon 
might become practical as 
militai'y weapons. 
"I think we are beginning 
to see demonstrations that 
were used in 1973 to shoot show there are practical 
down a pilotless drone air- mi l i ta ry  capab i l i t i es  
craft at Kirtland Air Force reasonably close," Brown 
Base in New Mexico, the said in reily to a question 
'spokesman said. from the committee. 
He could give no reason He said, however, that the 
why the Pentagon, after use of high-energy lasers to 
declining comment for two destroy incoming nuclear 
ballistic missiles is far off. 
O{~her military systems 
would be vulnerable• to 
lasers, Brown also told the 
committee. 
The London-based In- 
stituto for Strategic Studies 
has reported that the United 
States and the Soviet Union 
are ~ngaged in a race to 
develop laser weapons. 
The U.S. Air Force used + 
lwpower laser beams toward 
the end of the Vietnam war 
to guide bombs to difficult 
targets uch as bridges and 
the army has begun 
development of a laser- 
guided artillery shell and an 
anti.tnnk missile that could 
be fired from a helicopter. 
+ 
Italian preferred as next Pope 
V~,TICAN CITY (AP) - -  A use only and with no 
working paper prepared by diplomatic value." He s id  i 
the Italian embassy to the was never forwarded to the 
Vatican predicts the next 
pope will be an Italian and 
says Paolo Cardinal Bertoli 
and Sebastiano Cardinal 
Baggio are the leaders in the 
papal race, the newspaper 
La Repubblica reported 
Italian foreign ministry. 
La Repubblica, a leftist 
daily paper, said in an un- 
signed front-page stow that, 
according to the am- 
bassador, the feeling at he 
Curia is that the choice will 
again fall on an Italian. 
"The Italians, in fact, for 
their flexibility, knowledge 
of the complex (Vatican) 
mechanism and habit of 
freeing themselves from 
nationalistic atitudes seem 
preferred also bs t e 
powerful European Church, 
such as the French, for ex- 
ample," La Repubbliea 
quoted the document as 
saying. 
Cardinals Bertoli, 70, and 
Baggio, 65, both Vatican 
diplomats by training, head 
a list of 12 assessed by the 
• Italian ambassador to be 
papabili, or possible popes. 
• The ambassador called 
Cardinal Bertoli,. former 
bead of the Congregation for 
the Causes of the Saints, 
"open to religious renewal; 
with the right energy." 
Cardinal Baggio, prefect of 
the Congregation of the 
Bishops, was described as 
"well liked by the Curia" 
and "intel l igent, able, 
patient and tenacious." 
The paper said the am- 
bassador  es t imated  
Giovanni Cardinal Benelli, 
57-year-old archbishop of 
Florence, as energetic but 
also likely to be considered 
t~Yr~:~a rdinal Pignedoli, 
68, head of the Congregation 
for Non-Christians and 
considered by many ob- 
servers as a leading can- 
didate, was described as 
lacking support among 
cardinals who run the 
Vatican. 
BLACK ON LIST 
The working paper was re- 
ported to have said that 
among the foreign papabili, 
the "Curia barometer" 
points to Frenchman Jean 
Cardinal Villot, 72, Vatican 
secretary or state and, as 
chamberlain, interim head 
of the Roman Catholic 
Church;  Argent ina 's  
Eduardo Cardinal Pireulo, 
58, head of the Congregation 
for the Religious; Bernardin 
Cardinal Rantin, 55, black 
African president of the 
Justice and Peace Com- 
mission, and Dutchman 
Johannes Cardinal 
Wiilebrands, 68, secretary 
for Christian Unity and arch- 
bishop of Utrecht. 
Cardinal Villot was judged 
as affable, gentle and 
prepared but lacking 
physical strength, Cardinal 
Pironio as too young, Car- 
dinal Wlllchrands as ex- 
cessively progressist and 
Cardinal Gantin with too 
• limited experience to lead 
the church. 
In a commentary, La 
Repubblina said the Italian 
ambassador's estimation 
was positive for Cardinals 
Baggio and Bertoli at the 
expense of Cardinals 
Pignedoli and Pironio. 
Wednesday. 
The unprecedented i ak of 
such a diplomatic document, 
prepared by It~ian Am- 
hassador Vittorio Cerdero di 
Montezemolo, came two 
days before 111 cardinals 
enter into a secret conclave 
to elect jpope Paul VI's 
successor as head of the 
world's 700 million Roman 
Catholics. 
The disclosure created a 
ripple of embarrassment 
among Vatican officials, but 
a spokesman, Rev. Romeo 
Panciroli, declined com- 
ment. 
j i tal ian Ambassador 
Cordero de Montezemolo 
confirmed the efistence of "a 
working paper for internal 
Women, children .hostages freed 
by Nicaraguan guerillas in capital 
i 
MANAGUA tAP) _ Anastasio Somoza, officials were released. The govern- patrolled city streets. 
Leftist guerrillas who shot said. The two are acting merit asked for 24 hours to AIRPORT CLOSED 
their way into the National commander of the national study the demands because A spokesman for Pan 
Palace here Tuesday in a guard and deputy speaker of they involve other countries. American Airways in  
daringassaultonthehsart of the lower house of A government source said Guatemala City said the 
N ic l i r ig t la ' s  nill l ta ry  parlismenL the guerrillas threatened to Managua irport was closed 
government freed about 100 • A National Guard kill hostages, including two to all traffic. .:, 
women and children hos- spokesman said the legislators, to demonstrate A score of Sandinista 
tsges today, witnesses said. guerrillas released 14 per- their determination. National Liberation Front 
sons, including three sol- One of the women guerrillas stormed the But the guerrillas were 
believed still holding a large diers, who were wounded in released, Maria Ortela, told palace, which houses many 
number of officials and the attack and the bodies of The Assooiated'Press: 'Tve government offices and both 
legislators, four officers who were killed, just lived the worst hours of houses of Congress, during a 
There were conflicting WANT PRISONERS my life." session of the Chamber of 
reports on how many FREED She said she saw "many Deputies on Tuesday ' af- 
hostages remained and on The guerrillas were dead andwounded in various ternoon. The raiders wore 
the number of guerrillas demanding the release of all parts of the building when I uniforms imilar to these of 
involved. It had been po l i t i ca l  p r i soners ,  wasledtoa floor where four the National Guard. At least 
generally believed there estimated at more than 120; guerrillas were on guard, 50 Sandinistas are believed 
were still about 100 or more safe conduct o Panama for and that's all I can say." She to be jailed in Nicaragua. 
captives, but some of the these freed, for themselves said the hostages have been The raiders also 
freed hostages said there and for any hostages they divided into groups demanded their release. 
might be as many as t,000 in take with them and $IO throughout thebnilfling. Other demands included 
the palace, along with up to million in cash. More than 100 soldiers of publication of the Sandinita 
1go heavily-armed guer- The National Guard, Nica- the National Guard spread position in all newspapers 
out around the palace. Other and over radio stations and a rillAR ragua's army, told the guer- . . . . 
.-:--" . . . . . . . . . . .  ..,, . . . . .  ,-A. it would not guarusmen in venicies set up 50-per-cent salary increase Among me nostages [aKen  r l l l tS~.  ~tas t©~ . . . . . . .  J t . l _ . , . _  ^ .  k ;nk  . . . . . .  S 
in the attack were a nephew negotmm unul me women, ru,umuu~y u~., -,ts-,,oJ~ for striking hospital 
and cousin of Presipent children, dead and wounded leading out ot mansgua nu workers. 
Arab p n th ' j dd ard e ' rlso er reat u 
Scotlan LONDON (Router) -- An face the consequences, was charged with murder released a 
Arab, facing a charge of The magistrate sent him OUTSIDE A picture of Mihyi in the hole 
back to jail w thout bend murdering an Israeli airline . • .. ! _ _  :. London hotel last SundaY. that it would lead to further information. The dead man's Armed pOliCe gbaraea tne stewardress during an . . . . . .  sha--  Asked by Judge David picture was also released. 
ambush last Sunday, told a court ouiming " aria _arb~y Uopkin whether ne  .n.aa. Police would not say how 
pres id ing mag is t ra te  snooters stoca on.n~_.: ~y anything to say/, M. myl many other people they are 
Wednesday torelease him or rooftops as P'awau Mmyl, z~, replied: "If you oon t remase seeking in connection with 
me, something will happen the ruerrilla ttack in which 
to ynathat won't be good." nine people were wounded. Isrealis will The jndgeasked:"lsthat One, a 22-year-old Israeli 
a formal application for bail stewardess, was reported 
or is it a threat?" still in critical condition. 
'It's a treat," said the de- British officials said they hunt terrorists fendant th rough his in- t rpreterl He was ordered have again turned own an 
Israeli request for El AI 
held pending trial, security guards to be 
ut TEL AVI ) -- Transport Minister Meir allowed to carry guns in 
Israel will hunt down Amit accused the in- TRACE MOVEMENTS London. 
terrorists anywhere in the ternational community of Meanwhile, police sought They said British police 
world, a government "cowardice by refusing to to trace the movements of are confident that thes can 
minister declared today at take adequate measures to another Arab who was up- prevent any future terrorist 
thefuneralofanEIAlairline stamp out terrorism." patently killed by his own attack and repeated that 
hostess killed Sunday in an grenade during the attack on only British police and 
Arab guerrilla ttack in Lou. "We must reconcile he bus of an El AI flight soldiers are permitted to 
don. ourselves to fight terrorism crew. carry arms on British soil. 
Thousands of mourners at- alone becaus.e nobody seems 
tended the ceremony in a ready to do the job for us," 
Haifa cemetery where Irit hesaid."Butyoucanbesure 
Gidron was buried, not far that lsraeiwili do everything 
from some of the II Israeli necessary to protect its 
athletes who were killed in citizens and will fight terror- 
the Arab guerrilla ttack at ism wherever it must be 
the 1972 Mnnieh Olympics. done." 
Students claim 
embassy control 
THE HAGUE (Reuter)-  security police of starting 
Thirteen Iranian students the fire which killed 377 
broke into the Iranian em- persons in a movie theatre in 
bassy here today, claiming Abadan on Saturday. 
control of the building as a They said they were from 
protest against Shah Reza colleges all over western 
Pahlavi. Europe and belonged to the 
The students, who said Confederation of Iraniar 
they were not armed and had Students National Union and 
taken no hostages, issued a the Organization for Iranian 
statement accusing Iranian Students Abroad. 
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I)hretien announces 
Special Aid To Economy 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Finance receiving the basic old age 
Minister Jean Chretien an- security pension of $159.79 a
nounced Thursday'night a month who ha-re little or no 
three-cent cut••in the excise other income. 
.tax on g~oline, a means- The monthly family 
tested $20 monthly increase allowance for each child will 
in the guaranteed income be reduced to $30 from the 
supp.lement for oldage current $25.68. But these 
penetoners and a refundable earning less than $18,-000 a
tax credit for low and year will get a refundable 
middle-income r cipients of tax credit of $200 a year for 
family allowance payments, each child under the age of 
Begin said the reductions 
in the monthly family 
allowance payments would 
mean a saving of $690 million 
in federal expenditures. But 
$800 million would be 
channeled into the hand's of 
Canada's working poor by 
the refundable tax credit. 
She said the increase inthe 
income supplement for 
pensioners would pay 
for job creation, capital 
investment and unem- 
ployment insurance. 
Momque Begin, mmmter 
of health and welfare, said in 
a separate release that it 
would be reduced to $20 for 
all families at the beginning 
of theyear. But families with 
income of up to $18,000 a year 
will get a refundable tax 
The cut to seven cents 
from 1O cents in the excise 
tax levied in 1975 effectively 
eliminates the impact of an 
oil price increase that would 
have hit consumers early 
next week. 
Chretien said the $9.0 
monthly Increase for pen- 
sioners .would apply to a 
couple now receiving the 
$199,04 maximum. About 55 
per cent of old age pen- 
sionem-- those over 68--now 
receive all or part of the 
income supplement, 
The supplement is 
available to those now 
18. another $360 million to the 
As a family's income rises low-income lderly. 
above $38,000 the amount of "This money will .go to 
tax credit will be reduced by those Canadians most likely 
$5 for every $100 in earnings, to provide a direct stimulus 
In a separate release, to the economy by spending 
Monique Begin, minister of it on the necessities of life 
health and welfare, said that and least likely to put it ito 
a one.child family would savings or the purchase of 
receive a $300 credit at laxury or foreign gnods," she 
~tg,000, a $100 credit at said. 
$21,000 and would cease to MORE CHANGE~ YLAN- 
receive the credit as the NED 
family income rose above Chretien also said he 
$21,050. would announce unspecified 
She said that more than 2.4 changes in the unem- 
million families with more p 1 o y m e n t i n s u r a n c e 
than five million children program in the next few 
would receive the benefit, weeks as well as programs 
credit of $200 a year for each 
child under the age of 18. 
• Chretien's tax and spen- 
ding changes, announced at 
a hastily-arranged news 
conference, included a range 
of programssome needing 
parliamentary approval and 
somelnvolving . 
arrangements with the prow 
incus. They would normally 
be given in a budget 
presented to Parliament. 
Re acknowledged that 
there were at least as many 
prolzoed changes as there 
were in his last formal 
budget April I0.  
As mentioned in Thursday's HERALD, Miss Prince 
Rupert was the winner at the PNE Pageant. Can you 
p ickher  out of all the lovely contestants assembled 
back row left to fight 
Miss Merritt Miss Carol Heyworth 
Miss Enderby Miss Linda Wooldridge 
Miss Nanaimo Miss 
Miss Abbotsford Miss 
Miss Cariboo Miss 
Miss Langley Miss 
Miss Parksville Miss 
Miss Ladysmith Miss 
Miss Vernon Miss 
Miss Quesnel Miss 
Miss Kelowna Miss 
Miss North Shore Miss 
Miss Mission Miss 
Miss Chtlliwack , Miss 
Miss Hazelton Miss 
centre row l-r 
Miss Trail 
Miss Poweil River 
Miss Creston 
Miss Gibsons 
Stephanie Samarin 
Shelley Griffiths 
Kim Metchette 
Arlene Smysniuk 
Patti Stahley. 
Laura Mottishaw 
Melanie Munk 
Tammy Zadorozny 
Terry-Lee MeKinnon 
Cindy. Ott 
Patnc ia  Fell 
Laurie Edwards 
Tina Hamill 
Miss Christine Hanlon 
Miss Peggy Cattanach 
Miss Janet Ringheim 
Miss Melanie Mahlman 
i-..~q.r:~.~,:/f...~i. . CO~P. 7"/ I 
VLCi(~RIA, Y~.C., 
below? She is in the dark jacket eleventh from the 
fight in the middle row, next to Miss Prince George. 
Miss Cowichan Lake 
Miss Nelson 
Miss Salmon Arm 
Miss Kamloops 
Miss Penticton 
Miss Squamtsh 
Miss Prince Rupert 
Miss Prince George 
Miss Victoria 
Miss Grand Forks 
Miss White Rock 
MISS PNE PICTURE 
front row l-r 
Miss New Westminster 
Miss Cranbrook 
Miss Revelstoke 
Miss Vancouver 
Miss Burnaby 
Miss Surrey 
Miss Ridge-Meadows 
Miss Richmond 
Miss Kelly Peterson 
Miss Holly McDonald 
Miss Trixie Thorpe 
Miss Car la  Girbav 
Miss Cheryl Mustard 
Miss Marian den Dekker 
Miss Gloria Macarenko 
Miss Jo-Anne Bennison 
Miss Susan Mair 
Miss Heather Peterson 
Miss Faye Oshowy. 
Miss Donna Tays 
Miss Delayne Morris 
Miss Shirley Hood 
Miss Patricia Morley 
Miss Heidi Grathwol 
Miss Nicole Bedard 
Miss Cindy Hudson 
Miss Kim Dilworth 
t 
Premier W.R. Bennett is being introduced by PNE 
President Erwin Swangard to declare the 64th annual 
fair officially open. Provincial Secretary, the Hen. 
Grace McCarthy, the Discovery Fair  Parade Mar- 
shall waits for introduction before leading the 80 unit 
B.C. Bans 'In Realm of Senses' 
• . . .%,  
. vANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
cbntroversial Japanese film 
has been .found to be in 
violation of the Criminal 
Code and likely will not be 
shown here again. 
Crown prosecutor Richard 
Israels made the decision 
Thursday after consulting 
with the RCMP and Van. 
couver police vice squad, 
'who viewed In the Realm of 
the Senses Wednesday at the 
offices of Mary-Lou Me- 
Camland, the provincial film 
classification officer. 
McCausland initially ap- 
proved the movie for 
screening at the current 
international film festival 
here, where it was shown 
Monday, 
Israels said that both the 
sex and violence in the film 
contravened the Criminal 
Cede. 
It was to have been shown 
parade through 2 miles of downtown Vancouver 
Streets. Grace McCarthy will be attending the 
Bulkley Valley Exhibition at Smithers this weekend 
along with the Hon. lona Campagnolo. 
make the cuts requested by 
her agency. In the interim, it 
played in Quebec and Mc- 
Clausland ecided to allow it 
into the film festival for two 
screenings. 
" It 's not one of your 
regular skinflicks that end 
up in movie homes 
specializing in that kind of 
movie,'~ McCansiand said. 
"It's a serious work that 
caters to a very different 
kind of audience." 
Provincial Secretary and 1978 Parade Marshall, the 
}Ion. Grace McCarthy waves to PNE crowd as she 
rides in a replica of a 1930 "EXCALIBUR" Touring 
again tonight, 
McCausland said the film 
was approved by a con. 
census of her film classifiers 
because " i t  seemed ap- 
propriate for an in- 
ternational fi m festival" al- 
though it did not have ap. 
proval for general 
distribution. 
• She said the film was first 
classified last year but was 
not shown in B.C. because 
the distributors refused, to 
Car-- the 80unit parade, thekick.off event for the 1978 
PNE "Discovery Fair" ,  
Unemployment 
at 13 per cent 
EDMONTON tOP) --  
Unemployment i  Canada is 
upwards of 13 per cent--far 
greater than figures 
reported by Statistics 
Canada--the National 
'Council of Welfare..say~,, ~. 
Working Togethei'( the 
council says ,  lab0r-f0rce 
statistics collected each 
month by federal govern- 
ment fail to count among the 
jobless those who, though 
willing and able to work, 
have become discouraged 
and stopped job-hunting. 
The "hidden unem- 
ployed", many of them poor, 
unskilled and uneducated, 
swell the ranks of the 10blass 
to one-and-a-half times the 
federally-published average 
of 8.6 per cent for the first six 
months of 1978, the council 
says. 
The council is a Canada- 
wide citizens' body formed to 
advise health and welfare 
officials. 
Ken Battle, assistant 
director, said the report has 
been sent to Monique Begin, 
federal minister of health 
and welfare, and all mem- 
bers of parliament. It 
stresses the need for im- 
mediate government help for 
the unemployed. 
Toothpaste 
Examination 
VICTORIA tCP) --  The 
British Columbia govern- 
ment has terminated the 
contract of a medical doctor 
for mistreating women at the 
Lower Mainland Regional 
Correctional Centre in 
Burnaby, a spokesman said 
Thursday. 
Corrections commissioner 
Bernard Robinson said the 
doctor was dismissed for 
using an improper lubricant 
during an internal 
examination. 
He said toothpaste was 
used instead of surgical 
jelly. 
The firing followed com- 
plaints by five Doukhobor 
earlier this summer that 
they had been held in austere 
surroundings, had their 
clothes taken away from 
them, had been denied 
visiting rights and received 
improper medical treat- 
ment. 
Cons Beaten 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) -- 
Seven guards at the Lower 
Mainland Regional 
Correctional Centre were 
charged with assault causing 
bodily harm after a former 
prisoner complained he was 
beaten while in the prison 
awaiting sentence. 
Russell James Elliolt, 28, 
who made the complaint, 
now is serving a six-year 
sentence for drug traf- 
ficking. 
hoe to Save Men Trapped Underwater 
LE HAVRE, France tAP) hull or lift the 850-ton Mary 
-- Divers worked frantically Weston from the ocean floor, 
Thursday to rescue four the rescuers waited for the 
British seamen trapped tide to ebb, but said it would 
underwater when their be a miracle if the men were 
vessel capsized in a cbllisian still a l i ve . .  
with a cargo ship, buL 0f- • A' 150-ton i~pe .failed to  
/.ficlals said•,there was.-little, i~boiSt ~the:.c~t/d' •from the' 
hope of finding them alive, bed Of the seine River 
' estuary in width the ship's 
Thecaptain ofthe capsized masts were embedded. 
ship, thrown overboard by 
the cotimton, also was The Mary Weston collleeo 
missing, with the 16,000-ton Ivory 
Unable to penetrate the Coast freighter Yalmsse and 
Last Minute News 
a witness said: "In five 
seconds it had gone under." 
The Mary Weston's cap- 
tain, Kenneth Sheate, 50, was 
thrown from the ship by the 
in)pact. TheFrench harbor 
pilot who also went over- 
board/Was~'rescued an : in: 
liospltal in a state of shock. 
Soon after the collision, the 
divers made contact with 
one of the trapped men who 
communicated to them: "I 
am alone, in the engines, and 
I am not wounded." 
OTTAWA ON THE PHONE / 
By the Ediler 
Rumours were rife in 
Canada's capital city on the 
telephone Thursday mor- 
ning, as to what bombshells 
('anada's Minister of 
Finance would be dropping 
at 9 p,m. Jean Chretien had 
promised to make known, at 
that time, what ahd where 
further cuts {vould be made, 
and approximately another 
billion dollars or more were 
expected to be lopped from 
the budget. 
..One speculation was a 
rollback of announced in- 
creases of a dollar a barrel 
on domestic oil prices would 
be revealed. Also five cents a 
gallon would be dropped 
from home fuel prices, and 
seven or eight cents a gallon 
on gasoline prices. By the 
time this item appears in 
Friday morning's paper, 
however, the truth will have 
"outed" and the Canadian 
public will be no longer in 
suspense. 
..Paul Johnson, special 
correspondent and free lance 
journal.ist with the Ed- 
monton JOURNAL and the 
Calgary IIERALD returned 
to Ottawa following a three 
weeks tour with Con- 
servative leader Joe Clark 
through Ontario and also the 
Maritimes. 
,.Johnson is said to be 
convinced that Joe Clark's 
popularity ison the upswing, 
regardless ofGallup polls to 
the contrary. He feels now 
that (.'lark will not only hold 
his own in the Maritimes but 
will get in in the next election 
- with a majority. 
. .Also seen in Ottawa, this 
week, was Frank Howard. 
Frank, tanned and healthy 
looking, was said to be en- 
joying living in Ottawa, after 
years in the B.C. "outback". 
lie now has a Job selling 
stocks and bonds for 
Richardson Securities and 
although he was quoted as 
describing himself to be *'no 
star salesman" had yet to 
sight the wolf on the family 
threshold. 
. .When Frank lesi his seat in 
Skeena riding to lena 
Campagnolo, he had ac- 
cumulated sufficient years 
service to qualify him for a 
par l iamentary pension, 
which, if I am correct, is tied 
into a cost of living clause 
and no doubt is enough to 
keep him off the welfare rolls 
of Bill VanderZalm. 
..Speaking of Ottawa and 
Skecna Riding... 
Tonight, at T:30, Skeena's 
M.P. lena will be par. 
ticipating in the opening of 
the Bulkley Valley 
Exhibition in Smithers, after 
officially opening a Keep Fit 
and Nature Trail in Granisle, 
earlier this afternoon. 
• •Saturday morning, the 
Minister of Fitness and 
Amateur Sport will be 
partictpa-acting in the 
Bulkley Valley Parade, and, 
Saturday afternoon,,meeting 
with constituents here. 
. ,Sunday morning, she will 
be in Rupert to officially 
open the Prince Rupert 
Fishing Exhibition in the 
Pride of the North Mall. 
Gladys Blyth, well known 
photographer and author of a 
history of Port Edward - 
where she lives - is in charge 
of the exhibit, which is 
sponsored by the Prince 
Rupert Visitor's Bureau. 
Gladys hopes for a full 
fledged Marine Museum to 
become a reality for Rupert 
in the next couple of years, 
• .During Saturday and 
Sunday, lena will be drop- 
ping in on the Horticultural 
and Iiomecraft show at the 
Prince Rupert Civic Centre, 
This will probably bring 
back memories to her of the 
days when she used to be 
president of the same 
llortlcultural Society, Judge 
exhibits, exhibit her own 
prize winning plants, and 
participate in flower 
arranging classes and 
displays. 
Forestry Manager Appointed 
VICTORIA, B.C.-- Deputy 
Minister of Forests, T.M. 
Apsey, announced today the 
appointment of J.A.D. 
tDenny) McDonald as 
regional manager of the 
Cariboo region with 
headquarters at Williams 
Lake. 
Mr. McDonald, who has 
served with the ministry of 
forests for the past 24 years, 
has been assistant regional 
manager of the Kamloops 
region since 1976, 
lie was born and schooled 
in Magnet. Manitoba, served 
t.r 5,~ years with the i.ord 
Siraihcona 2nd Armoured 
Itcgimcnl, and gradualed 
from Sandhursl Military 
I'.llege. I'.'nglan¢|, in 1944 
Returning to Canada in 
1946, Mr. McDonald attended" 
the University of British 
Columbia nd worked for the 
forest service during the 
summer months. 
Following university 
graduation in 1951, he was 
employed by B.C. Forests 
Products Ltd., before icing 
the forest service in 1954 
Holdlngi: a variety of 
positions in Victoria and 
Prince Rupert, Mr. Mc- 
Donald was appointed in- 
charge of protection for the 
Prince George forest district 
in 1958. Four years later he 
was transferred 1oKamloops 
where he held the same 
posilion until 1972. when he 
was appointed assistant 
dis l r l t ' !  fO l 'es ler  for  Ne isO l l . .  
% 
% 
/I 
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Frobisher Bay crash Stranded in Ar. ctic for 15 days, 
FROBISHF.,R BAY N.W.T., WerdandVickiSinalair, all mentofficlalsareenreuteto canoeist survives waters, bears 
CP - Pilot Jack MacDonald, of the Halifax a{es, had conduct heir investigation. 
Calgary,. died instantly chartered the flight for a MacDonald, in his50s, was 
and a co-pilot and four survey of northern birds and described by a wartime col- 
passengers were injured mammals sponsored by league as a good, ex- 
Wednesday evening in the Mejlaren-Marex Inc., of perienced pilot who had deen 
erashofaDeHavillandTwin Halifax. flying for more than 30 
Otter on an airport runway Cameron and Ward were years. 
at this Boffln Inland com- later flown to Montreal for Gundusen was flown south 
munity, the RCMP said treatment and the other two on a plane being used by 
today, passengers were being kept Northwest Terr i tor ies 
Co-pilot Chris Gundusen, for observation at the local Commiss ioner  S tuar t  
25, of Ottawa, listed in hospital. Hedgsen, who was hosting a
critical condition, was flown Coroner James jstanley dinner for Gov.-Gen. Jules 
2,000 Idlometres outh for Alldn has ordered an inquest Lager and his wife when the 
treatment at the Montreal into the crash, and a crash occurred. The Legers~ 
Neurological Institute. preliminary investigation are on a tour of northern 
The four paasongers, Craig was scheduled to begin later Quebec and the eastern 
On', Ian Cameron, Richard today. Transport depart- Arctic. 
Job crisis will get - ,  
worse in the 1980's 
to srain the market system from environmentalists and 
and domestic unemployment. Wessure from the 
will remain unsolved, developing countr ies."  
Speaking to about 50 d the 
approximately 900 
academics, businessmen, 
government officials and 
students at the conference,' 
Bryce said the market 
system on which the 
economy has been based for 
the last century faces its 
severest ests in the next 
decade. 
"We have created a lot of 
jobs for our own young 
people and women in the last 
few years, but it hasn't been ," 
enough. We'll have to keep 
struggling with that. But this 
will be complicated by per- ' 
sistent inflation, demands 
This country has 
a Spirit all its own. 
OI;TAWA (CP) - -  Today's 
unemployment is only a 
taste of the job crisis to come 
in the t~0s, Robert Brace, 
former deputy minister of 
finance, said Thursday. 
"There is roing to be in- 
exerable pressure from the 
developing countries to find 
work for millions of their 
young people. That's what 
will strain the market 
system beyond an vthin °
we've seen yet," B~ce told 
delegates to a throe-day 
cen~ercnce on the future 
~titled Shaping the Future: 
Canada in the Global 
Society. 
Heasid he is not optimistic 
about Canada's ability to 
deal with tSe coming crisis 
when inflation will continue 
II'~ the: mellowed, Ilvc year ()ld around. 
(';madian Spirit h;,~ heen aged Is mildne~,, and malurily :t full live ye;,rs. 
And yet Ibr all il~carefulaging, it ~¢ll~al ;i price lower than manylhree ye;,r old whiskies. 
TIJKTOYAKTUK, N.W,T 
(CPK( --  An Arctic canoeist 
from Whitehorse, stranded 
for 12 days and iresumed 
dead. by RCMP since Sun- 
day, had survived a 15- 
minute immersion in Arctic 
water and was surrounded 
by seven grizzly bearswhen 
found, alive and well by two 
friends. 0nd an lnuit guide 
Wednesday. ,
Tnktoysktuk Dr. Herbert 
Schwarz and the canoeist, 
Jacques Moreau, nay the 
RCMP conducted an 
inadequate search without 
calling on expert lnuit guides 
in the area for help. 
When found, Moreau's 
camp was surrounded by 
seven grizzly bears. He had 
survived a 15-mthute im- 
mersion in jarctic water, an 
attack be a grizzly hear and 
had hiked about 150 kilo- 
metres in 1 days; eating 
nothing dut rice until he 
killed a. caribou the day 
before he was found. 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
am here. 
Honda C is i¢  ~;edan 
Test drive a Hondatoday at 
m TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwv. 16 
Terrace, S.C. V0G IL0 
638-8171 
)H[ONg),Pk easier Licence Number 020664 
Moreau's canoe had noun- 
tiered against ice floes on the 
high Arctic coast Aug. 12. 
The empty canoe was found 
Aug. 17 and an intensive air 
search was conducted Aug. 
lS and 19. 
Friends Bill Preston and 
Terry McCrory, both of 
Whitehorse, flew to" 
Tuktoyaktuk Wednesday. 
They were told by RCMP 
that Moreau was presumed 
to have drowned. 
You candoit! ' 
You can build 
I "~Bi  " ' i  : : "  ' -~" '  . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
)OrS 
upone dthe cC  k'
h ebooklets on 
STYROFOAM*SM 
brand insuladon..,ll 
andseehow 
easy itis to cut 
the high cost 
of home headng! 
If you are Interested In 
buying or building a new 
home, ask your builder --~..~,. '"~.~. 
about this plaque. It ---,m--='--"-- 
signifies that your home 
has been effectively L J i nsu la ted  "The S.I.S. Way" 
to save money and energyt ~. ------" = ~- ' -  
Dew CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
• t~,l~¢, ,f ffw {i, m t i~1., ~ i i,,~,lW, P 
Albert & McCaffery, 4805 Highway 16W, Terrace 
Terrace Building Supplies, 5003 Graham Ave., Terrace 
Terrace Co.op, 4617 Grelg Avenue," Terrace 
INUIT ADVISES 
The two men conferred 
with lnuit guide Vinee Steen 
over the possible movements 
of Morea based on where the 
canoe had been found, then 
chartered an aircraft. Three 
haurs later, flying southeast 
along the coast of Cape 
Bathurst about 600 kilo- 
metres west of Tuktoynktuk, 
they spatted the 35-year-old 
adventurer. 
Schwarz said the guide had 
mered his services to the 
RCMP, but the help was re- 
fused. "What this means is 
the abandoned search was 
totally and painfully 
inadequate," Schwarz said. 
Morean was alone when he 
left Tuktoyaktnk Aug; 1, 
planning to follow the jarctic 
coast northeast of the most- 
northwesterly settlement in 
the Northwest Territories. 
He fell into the water while 
on an expedition across the 
ice floes ,om his base camp 
and his canoe drifted away. 
He swam and waded 600 
metres across the floes to 
share. 
Schwarz said most people 
would not have lasted more 
than four minutes in the icy 
water. 
"The pain from the cold 
never bothered me," MereaU 
• said. "I was thinking about 
my ca. sou." 
• Sail 
the Inside Passaue 
to Vancouver! 
Effective October 2, 1978 through May, 1979, the Queen of Prince 
Rupert makes her southern terminus at Tsawwassen Terminal. 
• Round-trip sailings f~omPrince Rupert to Vancouver operate twice 
We kl with en routestops'at Be!laBellaJOcean•Falls andKelsey Bay; 
Th~ ~'citing 0ff-seas0n '(~rui~ IS' allies( 1600km i1000 miles)t0~na: 
trip and, takes approximately 35 hours each way. 
Southbound/Tuesdays 
From Prince Rupert 
Leave Arrive 
Prince Rupert Tue. 10:30 pm Bella Bella Wed. 10:00 am 
Bella Bella Wed. 10:30 am Kelsey Bay Wed. 8:00 pm 
Kelsey Bay Wed. 9:00 pm Tsawwassen Thu. 6:30 am 
• " Northbound/Thursdays 
From Vancouver (Tsawwassen Terminal) 
Leave . Arrive • 
Tsawwassen Thu. 8.00 pm Kelsey Bay Fri. 7:00 am 
Kelsey Bay Fri. 7:30 am Ocean Falls Frl. 6:00 pm 
Ocean Falls Fri: 6:30 pm Prince Rupert Sat. 7:00 am 
Southbound/Saturdays 
From Prince Rupert ' 
Leave Arrive 
Prince Rupert Sat. 10:00 am Ocean Falls Sat. 10:30 pm 
Ocean Falls Sat. 11:00 pm Kelsey Bay Sun. 9:30 am 
Kelsey Bay Sun. 10:00 am Tsawwassen Sun. 7:30 pm 
' Northbound/Mondays ' 
From Vancouver (Tsawwassen Terminal) 
Leave Arrive 
Tsawwassen Men. 9:30 am Kelsey Bay Men. 7:00 pm 
Kelsey Bay Men. 8:00 pm Bella Bella Tue. 6:00 am 
Bella Bella Tue. 7:00 am Prince Rupert Tue. 6:00 pm 
Book Now and Save! 
Off-season fares will be in effect. "Sail'n Save" excursion fares, with 
20% reductions on pre-paid round-trips are also available through the 
off-season period. Offer applies to drivers, passenger vehicles and 
passengers, Fare is valid up to 60 days from date of departure. Book- 
ings must be made 30 days in advance and ticket purchased 14 days 
prior to sailing date. A 'variety of exciting new "Saving Season" tour 
packages featuring a number of optional excursions is also available. 
For colourful Queen of Prince Rupert brochure and details on package 
tours write... 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FERRY CORPORATION 
KELSEY BAY 282-3351 
BELLA BELLA 957-2244 
818 Broughton St., Victoria, B.C., V8W 1E4 
r 
For information phone 
VANCOUVER 669-1211 
PRINCE RUPERT '824,9627 
OCEAN FALLS 289-7700 
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" ' 1 ' " r s  (,IsNislI U, Van ].20o  Chmbm:;u VO "I a ,
. rapes  up  o 
i I]i{NIT[ i|I,: number of rapes in Van- ~oPe~ni~;~'a:t,a ''~, ',d.,t°t~e r ~ .~ KAMLO( PS, .'. - Stevea Kenneth Nickolls, 24, Three surviving members of of Pullman Wash; couver during the first six the increased ....... mlt~. a five-man United States ' months of 1978 was up by Therewere three s,i .... r,~ veal. The survivors--Phil[ipEd- 
more than 120 per cent over 
last year's figure, according 
to a police department 
report presented to the 
police board Wednesday. 
Attempted rapes and in- 
decent assaults on women 
also increased in the first 
hal{ of the year, while over- 
all criminal offences jumped 
by 9.2 per cent over last 
year. 
Deputy police chief Ted 
Oliver said there has been a 
attempted rapes in Jura', ['nlirr ,'hirr Don Win- 
1977, while there were sit tcrlon .~,ggeste~ it wuuld be. 
during the same period this a mtstake t,, -ompart. vhe 
year, bringing the number to offence figures on ,, monm- 
64 for the period ending by-month basis a~ :., it 
June, 1978, compared with 29 were hidden variables at 
for the sam~ period last work which might eause the 
year. figures to present an untrue 
There has been an in. picture of the city crime 
crease of more than 5O per rate. 
cent in the number of in- He said the crime rate was 
decent assaults on women up over the last two years, 
over the last year, the report but on a fur-year average it 
says. deereased. : 
Labatts dumps beer 
• VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
~'Labatt Breweries of B.C. 
:~.says it will dump more than 
-I00,000 dozen 'cases of 
drinkable beer because it no 
longer passes 'the brewery's 
quality centrol standards. 
The brewery announced 
Tuesday it will destroy any 
bott led beer which now 
exceeds the 90-dsy, sheaf-life 
l imit in company 
warehouses. 
"* Brewery  manager  Bob  
~Binnendyk said Wednesday  
he could not give a precise 
figure fr the beer to be 
dumped for competitive 
,. reasons .  ' 
He did say the figure was 
"in excess of 100,000 dozen 
eases." "On strike or not, 
our quality standards are the 
same." 
Carling O'Keefe nanager 
Jalan Branstn said his 
brewery had no intention Of 
i dumping beer that had been 
bottled for mere than 9O 
days. 
"It's a question of how it's 
kept, he said. "I tested it i 
today and we're confident 
it's in exce|lent condition." Clark Gilmour. 
Meanwhile, contract John Langley, brewery 
negotiations aimed at ending workers union spokesman. 
the strike-lockout in the B.C. said the two sides were still 
beer industry entered their hung up on the issues of 
fourth day today under the wages and eost-ofliving 
supervision o! mediator aUowance. . . . . . . . . .  
According to our 
customers, it's the 
best deal in town. 
mountaineering team which 
lost two men to ice crevasses 
Aug. 12 left Anahim Lake 
o~n,~ t~ return home. 
' i l .  " '~her~ lost their  two 
('()lh|.;'~tlrll:~ iU =t'ttdrate mis- 
haps when tl~) [~ll mto cre. 
vasses as they descended 
after conquering Spearman 
Peak, one of British 
Columbia's highest moun. 
taius. 
The survivors brought 
word of the accidents and 
their attempts to find their 
companiom at the 2,500- 
metre level• of the meuntain 
to the RCMP detachment at 
Anahim Lake on Tuesday. 
Missing and presumed 
dead are Keith Alan Buyer, 
20. of Yelm, Wash. and 
ward Buyer, 26, of Pullman, 
Allan Hodgdon, 36, of 
Palouse, Wash. and Charles 
llolt, 24 of Seattle--declined 
to comment on the accidents. 
RCMP said Buyer slipped 
into a deep crevasse as the 
five men descended ~the 
4,000-metre mountain in'the 
Coast Range 240 kilbme'tres 
northwest of VaneouveP! 
His companions " made. 
several attempts to find him' 
but were unable to reach him, 
in the deep, narrow chasm: 
They abandoned the at-.. 
tempt and were heading for 
their base camp when 
Niekolls slipped into another 
crevasse about tO minutes 
later. 
LAWN-BOY 
drive a Hondatoday at 
" " " TE RRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy.  16 
Terrace,  B.C. VaG IL8  SOLID STATE 21". Model 7285. 
Catcher. 638-8171 
i HO1M'~.P~ Dealer  Licence Nomber  02066A .. j With # 
. . . . . . . .  The mower you can really push around! Light- 
AUGUST 23, 1878 
SERIES NO. i TICKET NUMBER 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticl~et are idenhcal to and m 
the same order as these winning numbers above, your t~cket ~s ehg~ble 
to win the corresponding prize. 
last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five do l la r  ($25)  w inners  may claim their winnings by 
presenting their hcket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce on ly  in Br~tish Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Man~loba 
and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this hst and the of f i c ia l  w inn ing  
numbers list as  certified by.the auditors of lhe Foundahon.  lhe  latler 
shall  p reva i l  
AUGUST 23 EXPRESS ENOORE WINNERS 
13, aachen.  Smithers ~Ws, Paul Schlmser • Fox Va .w 
Ray Holowaty. Saskatooo Francis J. Frazer. Calgary 
Nrs. V. Turner. Edson N~arie Plemd St. Gregor 
BoNy lain.  Vancouver /~etro Naclla Norquay 
Viola R. Powers. Qualicum Beach L. NUchael West Vancouver 
t4rs. Amy G im.  Canoe Arthur Tessier Wdaskiwin 
O. Shepherd. Rurnsey S. Isfeld Winnipeq 
Nrs. S, Stofer Vidoria 
J~hn A~pinall ~ Enderby 
htrs. E. tv~de~n Edmonton 
N~. Kray~M}lt Colqman 
A. GuIlick~'on Edmonton 
Daisy Tallman Reqina 
ITEMS 7 Pieoe Bedroom Set 
/ i l k | I s  ,,,,Rnl;a.~ hml~i 
weight engine and deck plus easy-roll wh~.el.~ 
Solid State ignition for qu~ck starts w:.' h ~ t,,: tP" 
spark and no points or condenser. Timinq l~ . 
menently set. Tune-ups are wrtuall,/ ,~' ,,, .=~:ed 
Exclusive LAWN-'BOY 2-CyclP "J,". ,~ ,v=th :,lnl- 
Store Hours 
Weekdays - 10 a.m.  - 9 p.m.  
Saturday - 10 a.m.  - 6 p.m.  
plified carburetor. Extr.a.~,' . .  .,itde," ,he-deck 
SUNDAY 12 n - muf f le r .  Up-front d".,,, r" non 5 p .m.  The dependable ,., ,.~, dnd quieL LAWN-BOY 
TERRAOE EQUIPMENT SALES LTq;:'i~,. ;'-L. ~ ~i,:.~ ";:-i ~"•,, . . . . . . .  ,: .~:.:,", .'?":~"tk~ i 
DL Number 01249A ,L~i  I i LaKezse  zer race  ooa  ,~vo- j  
! 
qT' 
?;. 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear.and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
NEW TmM.T. HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR EHGIHE 
WITH A 50,000 MiLE PROTECTIVE gu Pont 
Tefl0n* COATING! 
WHA T IS TM T ? 
TMT IS a superc0ncentraleU i,quh'l for 
mulahon zncorporabn0 Du Pont TEFLON" 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon m the lunar ve.h~cle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the No One Cause ot poor gas mdeage 
sluggish performance high oPerahng tern. 
peratures and mechamcal breakd.own trio 
honal drag 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
rrght now youre more interested m what TMT 
does than how d does it St) here ,t rs, m a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST' There's homing comphcated 
about using TMT a 12.year.old k~d could do 
d in less than 60 seconds and not even get 
h~s hands d~rty' 
TMT IS PERMANENT ~ II s an engine treal. 
ment not an oil treatment Just one single 
apphcahon is all it lakes to pe~ma.eutiv pro- 
tect your  eng ine tot as long as vOtr own your 
cad 
TMT IS SAFE' We've put our money where 
Our mouth ~s on this w~th a $t 000,000 
Product Llabihty Policy issued by A national.Iv 
famous msuranr:e company ~ 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE z EffPchve fur a,ly car 
truck or other veh=cle whether st s =has 
years model or one that s 15 years old' Pro- 
tects and preserves new eng,nes h~htl, ns 
up" and reluvenates hid ones'  
TMT IS GUARANTEED'  Every !MT Treat. 
ment sold camps with =t the strongest room 
iron-clad Guarantee we cn~=trJ think Off 
• GUARANTEED Better gas rndeage 
more redes from every tankful nr 
molrey back irr flrtl' 
l GifARANTEE[.) Lessudblonmg long. 
er per,ads before topping o f f  Or 
money back ,n fulP 
m GUARANTEED Smoother engmeper for  
man('e less s)alhng and mtlqh ~dhnq 
471 frl{)nek tide k ~rl ~llll' 
• GUARANIEED IncreaSPd horsepowe~ , . .  
and higher compression more ,',p and 
accelerahon o, q'tO/tOy tlack , l  f , l r  "~'  
• GUARANTEED Longer engme hip 
fewer repair t]lll~ iis|tp('rally Im ('nst:y 
ring and p,ston I()h~ I (), "o 'mF hark m 
full '  
• GUARANTEED AI, thl,st' ~rttpothi~H 
money.SaVlrVq hrmef,ts  rio ,h i l l e r  h~,W 
Ionq yOU OWn yilqlr vl,lllCle ()r tetrr,lr*V 
hack err fill/* 
In view of Ihe many poss~ble SRVlnCI.~ arid 
benefits cited above what do you buppose 
anv.vehlr.le owner r)r ¢)~eratot would qlAdly 
pay for a drle hnre f)err,arlenf trealrm.fH vt 
TMT9 $5000 ') $100 or)'~ MORE 9 
Well hsten hr this lhP Pstahi*'.;ht'd Ii,lall 
price of TMT iS O~dV $?4 0~11 ThAI *; Ilqht {,r,ly 
$i4 g5 a tiny invent,rll,,t th,lt CL'h.f t"l%%'hl~, 
pay itself back drJliITt% I~r l,lnp% i~vl.t , L.,I~, 
'"'.iS on ~A~ fill anti rit|t;llr hdl~, f ,tiff r%lq 
• Reg, O,S, Pat. Office for 
Du Ponrs f,unrcarh~n ,..,~c 
I: A( f "'~e .~,=L ul owning and operating en~ vehi(. ie--car:.bue, true.ks y.o_u. 
name It- -haS gone elrelght fhrough the to,rag r The cost of gasoline inD..Oil7 _U.F'I 
The •payments demanded by sNilled ~anO not-so-skil leD) mecnanlcs7 opt  lee  
prleela0a on new cars and trucks "~ UPt Ws positively s ickening- -and it'a going to get 
worse before it gets any better: 
ZO ALMQUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON T;~TMENT. 
"The active Chemlca ingredient in "T M T" has "And once "T.M,T." has been added to in en. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to gins- positive results can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction sot. ezpertenced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces Polylners attract more polymers to a micro sk t ed of mechanics. They wi notice a decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase m compress on readings- which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces whk'h accounts fbr cafes that p sloe and rin~ seal have improved• 
the numerous user.rep0rts o~ reduced "blow.by", An increase n idle r,p,m $ will also be detect. 
increased compression readings and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after I few 
consumption' ' hundred miles of "T M.T." "platins". 
"And m order to effett a permanent treatment. ,.,CONCLUSION: Not only s "T M.T." easy to use 
you simply add *'T.MT." to the crankcase oil lit should take 30.soconds at the most for addlnl 
through the oil filer hole tso,easy - that even a pe.manent treatment) - but its resutts can he 
a child ran do It~-. preferably after the engine seen even under the carefut scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operating temperature The mechanic The benefits that can be espected w!th 
engine should then be run for a minimum cf "r M T " in the engine -are as fallows: I~. 
th try minutes, in order to make sure that all creased Gas M eage .increased Horsepower-Less 
felctOon surfaces are "plated" Only eight ounl'e; Oil Consumption Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required Ior the average passcnger lar or Reduced [msslonS Lower Operatins Tempera. 
small truck enRlne lures [asler Cold Weather Starts; ' 
Now thai you've heard from the espert.., listen to the raves el ordinary drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CANT PRINT THEM. TIUIT'$ 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEP[O" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS.. • 
(Once you've put T.M T. in your ~ehJ~ie, you'. be hlhna in the ligures yourself}. 
Motorcycle Ricer 
gets more power! 
"As nn enRmeelmg student and 
ral:er. I was intorested in *hat 
T.M.T would do in o le.ih rmle 
speed te~t. 
A series Ot funs from a stendlna 
stad showed thai our [ T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M,T was add,,d rn the fuel 
mix in my i25 r c Kawasak, Mo. 
IOICIOSS facing mntnrryre 
As a student of en¢lnee¢inP th¢s 
proved that T.M.I' led;iced fill hun 
and .ncreased pewel." 
K.O. - Raper 
"Bad Deal" becomes 
"Good Deal" with "T.M,T." 
"I've tried gas %1vols. pills. 0eW 
tilters, eng,nP ttealmcnt~, eft My 
fr,end t0td mP aht~ut a pleduct 
that hL~ father had lu~,t ,isted for 
hrs riper Or t,U,k'..led I m SOle 
you ~uessed It was T M T. 
My ell iS,r io = has anne from XX to 
an unbehev,lnlv ,lslcundmR XX MY 
lather, whO I$ ,a ear mechanic 
told me it's impossible but rye 
kept ezact records nn my List tour 
tankful'~ and h.lvO proven the old 
%ivln R She! ,,~en later'Is e,~n t'e 
v~rOng UI course he probably 
wmrt admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm givind him 
as a present " -R.W. 
Auto Mechanic 
recommends "T.M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanoc and t 
drive a '61 Caddy, and it was us. 
nRa lot of gas In the c~ty and 
on the h,lzhways I was aettio| t4 
miles to he I~allon, but OOW since 
I've been usina"T.M.T" I pl0k UP 
XX gallons in t~le rite-and XX l i t .  
Ions nn the highway, so I know 
you i~enole have a good ploduct 
Jnd I will recommend it," 
Mr. C.T.I. 
F l l , I ,  OUT ANt) MA~II, NO-RISK ('OUPON--TODA¥~ 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER DUE TO OVFRWH[LMING DEMAND (FIRST COME FtNST SERVE), 
I 
Enclosed is [ ]  cllequeor [ ]  money order 
[ ]  one at S14.95 I"] two at S26.95 
Name: , 
Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P.C. caw' .  .................. = - Prov. ............... 
~ . 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P(),  Box 5b0, St,tl.l.~ J C,tl!l,i,~ Allyelt,t T2A 4X8 
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EDITORIAL 
I don't want to play in your yard... 
I don't like you any more 
You'll be sorry when you see 
More impbrtant than nostalgia, and the "good 
old days routine" bit, is the purpose of the song. 
It was used, in a play, to illustrate a feud bet- 
ween two little girls. 
At their first falling out, one girl told the other 
she didn't like playing in the other girl's yard, 
' ..t anyway - and theother retaliated by saying she 
didn't like to swing in the othcr'~ garden gate. 
Then they began each to cut o~ privileges to the 
other - such as permission to "holler down my 
me rainbarrel". - In the end, however, the two little 
Swinging on our garden door. maids made up, held hands while they sang a 
Over half a century ago, the above song was a touching duet. ~. 
hit, on thelips of those who attended stage sh~s  - It was a very schmalzy scene, with not a dry 
it was before the advent of radio programn'ting, eye in the audience. Some wriiers were quick to 
Although the only way hit tunes in those days grasp the significance - that may or may not 
could spread was by word of mouth - or "hear- have been in the composer's mind when he wrote 
song" - spread they did. So it is that over a half the words. 
century I still remember the tune- and the words Thus, in the Mother of Parliaments, when 
to the first verse, politicians would "go into a snit" and begin 
By N~ ~a~r 
Members of Terrace city council were elected Fun and Fitness week planned for August 25 to 
to plan for progress and not to engage in 31 has unfortunately been cancelled. 
petulance or personalities. Isn't it about time Director of Recreation Phil Stewart reluc- 
members topped arguing among themselves tantly c6nceded that there were several reasons 
and engaging in personal vendettas? why he could not promise first class program- 
This is not to suggest who was, or is, right ming, poor response, shortage Of staff and a bad 
during the recent bickering, but merely to point choice Of week, being major factors. Howeverhe 
out that the childish attitude displayed by some assures us that we will try again next year and 
members at recent council meetings has gone that he may have a special consolation "Goodie" 
far enough, to offer us in September. 
There is, after all, an election coming up in 
three months gentlemen, and local residents 
may decide that comedy routines are best 
viewed on the 'IV tube, not in council chambers. 
Which leads us to point out another important 
point of contention. 
To suggest hat the answer to council dif- 
ficulties is to hold meetings as a "Committee of
the Whole", so as to eliminate the press and 
public would ameliorate any emharassment to 
councillors, by the mere expedient of hiding 
behind closed doors. 
Come now gentlemen, don't go into the closet, 
don't hide your light under a bushel: the idea is to 
make the light clear and bright without so many 
short circuits. 
Perhaps then the average voter n~ay feel it 
worthwhile to show up at the polls in three 
months time. 
Your image has become somewhat tarnished, 
the time has come to convince the electorate hat 
you are sincerely interestedin the We~are of the 
city and not merely, self-indul~ep~:.;i~:'; ,':',~ j::,, ',i i, 
Our Guest Editorial, today~is b3~ Nixon i3al~er', 
journalist and author who describes himself as 
follows: 
"Another Torontenian who has seen the light 
and joined the ranks of escapees arriving at the 
B.C. door everyday. A psychiatrist friend of 
mine once told me the rarest case he ever had to 
deal with was a person from B.C. with an in- One of the new attractions atthe 1978 PNE Discovery 
feriority complex. Fair "THE SMALL SHIPS" -- as they re-enact the 1793 
"Having worked in journalism for various naval battle of Cape St. Vincent between the English 
papers throughout Ontario, Toronto Telegram, ~ ~ 
Sudbury Star, etc, and then being seduced by the 
Educational system for ten years as a high 
school teacher it is perfectly natural for me to This column may appear 
end up in Terrace. Isn't it?" to have no structure orany 
regular "publication day. 
Natural, maybe, but we think it could also turn That's because it has no 
out to be a stroke of good luck for our Herald structure nor is it regularly 
subscribers, whom we hope will be reading more scheduled. 
from "Nick" Baker over the coming weeks. Who is Carol, a beautiful 
E.S. blonde lady currently in 
Ottawa - It would only make sense to your mass of the public service. 
federal bureaucratic bubblehead that the And whfleold agencies never die, new ones are 
business of cutting bureaucracy down to size continuously born, grow, and mature into 
would become a growth industry in itself. Empires. 
That is, it tu/'ns out, to slash red tape, remove As with the new federal office of deregulation 
necessary regulations, limit the growth of the created, with the Deputy for All Departments 
public service and carry through with all the Sylvia Ostry as chairman, to cut red tape, limit 
other promises of restraint made by the Trudeau govenrment growth, and do other good and great 
feds, more staff must be hired, new"programs." things in the name of restraint. 
launched, ne:w bt .eaucratic emnires e r e c t e d u r  ' p" , And mind you, like the AIB, no big staff. 
more consultants retained and, of course, what But a big job. 
else? - more tax money spent. Assigned by the Prime Minister to: 
But that's the way of the unreal world of Fat - Analyze the objectives of regulation. 
City where the Bureaucratic belief is that - Dissect the nature and magnitude of the 
pockets were put in pants for the purpose of economic impact of regulation. 
picking. - Examine the regulatory responsibilities of
It was only to be expected that Biculturalism different divisions and levels of govenrment and 
and Bilingualism should become a multi-million their rationale. 
dollar federal growth industry with a ballooning - Scrutinize the processes and procedures of 
budget, regulation. 
Ditto with federal-provincial' relations. - Study possible alternatives to regulation. 
And national unity, too. - Determine if regulation, inbalance, is in the 
All have become Empires. public interest, and if so, how it could be applied 
But unlike old soldiers, old empires not only with less impact on the economy. 
never die, they don't even fade away. . Who is going to do all this? 
Like the Anti-Inflation Board which, your tax- Certain favored (Liberal) sectors of the 
masters tell you, is being "phased out," but academic community, and of course consultants 
whose staff - six times larger than initially was whose political thinking is deemed correct. 
planned-conveniently is accommodated in other So they bring in their findings and recom- 
holes in the vast bureaucratic network, mendations in a couple of years, which, if ac- 
In fact, in living parliamentary memory, only cepted could lead to creation of a whole new 
one department ever has been totally liquidated, agency. 
That was the old Department of the Interior, But that's not all on deregulhtion. 
closed and padlocked by former Conservative To backstop Dr. Ostry, the ~rudeauites have 
Prime Minister R.B. Bennett. set up a second group to worli on regulations, 
And for the jobs that were lost - deep in the staffed by representatives from 13 departments 
heart of the darkest depression - the Con- and agencies, each with their own axes to grind 
servatives to this day never have been corn- and empires to guard. 
pletely forgiven. Since both parallel groups are examining 
So now when a department or, in fact, any regulations at various government levels, 
federal agency is to be discarded, it never, ever provincial and, the Lord preserve the taxpayer, 
is shut down tight, even municipal administrations will get into the 
It is "phased out," renamed, given a new act to preserve and protect heir own turf. 
assignment, and its staff melded into the great That's growth industry. 
I 
chipping away at one another - as politicians are 
known to have done, since the first conference on 
weed eradication i the Garden of Eden, "I don't 
. , . -  
. . 
is just a warm-up; merely the opening curtain on 
the first act of the Fall Civic Election. 
If so, it comes across to this editor as a. want to play in your yard" has been a refrain in 
countless editorials and observers' columns, deplorable scene. One that could stand a 
Terrace is no exception. TheMickeyJohnson- "Restricted" !rating. A type of Civic iPor-i. 
Vic Joiliffe - Penny Opera played against a n0graphy. The sort of drama of which the scripts, 
Terrace Council backdrop could have ra ised (or transcril~t~.ardsoldunder the counter -and~ 
enough funds to erect the much needed cross- never to mmo;rs, for fear of corrupting their 
walk over the CNR tracks at the endof Kalum citizenship morals. 
Street, had tickets been sold to the public for On the other hand, there could be some merit 
ringside seats, in our Council Meeting. Is it possible the 
The positioning of the Health and Human characters involved are merely rehearshing for• 
Resources; the Midnit~ Madness debacle, appearance on a greater stage - the Fool's 
almost as ridiculous as • its spelling; and now, Opera, at Ottawa? 
Ladees and Gennlemen, we have, in this cor- Who knows? Terrace might just have d 
ner,., innerdoocing that Great Three Ring Circus winner. The taxpayers would undoubtedly,: 
performance - that Musical Chairs act, "Now consider the price of Air Canada (Economy 
You See A Quorum - Now You Don't.. Fare) tickets to •send the principal actors.one• L 
Terrace Watchers tell us greenhorns that this way to Ottawa as money well spent. ' :i,: 
Leaving Terrace on August 29 are Jane and 
Lyle Petch. They are moviving to Salmon Arm 
where Lyle will start the new Mental Health 
Centre. 
The Peteh's added a new member to their 
family on August 15, a baby boy, Regan, brother 
for Rider and Brandy and we offer them our 
congratulations. 
We feel sure they won't mind us telling that 
they met and married While rehearsing the roles 
and Spanish fleets -- and as happens at me t, Ne; .- me 
British win the battle to re-establish t eir sovereignty 
of the high seas. 
residence at the Lakelse 
Hotel. She admits to being a 
writer and, "someone im- 'Since I am new to town I 
portant" who is in Terrace, would like to thank all those 
"making money" but does people who have been 
not want it mentioned in any particularly kind to my wife 
"local rag". O.K. Carol we and myself, and I will as 
won't mention it. soon as someone is, Actually 
that's not true, many people 
have been extremely 
generous and we do ap- 
preciate it, 
N/~ Baker 
Are yoU planning an event, 
sports, artistic or otherwise 
this weekend. Give me a call 
a t  63S~2581, you could find 
your own face staring at you 
from Monday's Herald. 
I trust you will forgive a 
personal plus. The 
"College" is offeling..a 
Canadian Law course m]s 
fall which will be taught by 
yours truly. Despite my 
rather dubious instruction, it 
is the type of course most 
persons should consider. 
This may come as a shock to 
some, but there are some 
unscrupulous manipulators 
who are not above using 
contractual law to their own 
advantage. Your best 
defense is knowledge. 
of husband and wife in a Little Theatre plays 
some years ago. They leave behind a lot of' 
friends who will miss them especially the young/ 
ones who enjoyed the childrens plays Jane wrote 
and produced so well. We hope they plan t~::: 
return one day. ' i! 
Also leaving are Jose and Joanna Coosemans. ~:
Jose was a very popular worker at C.F.T.K. and ~i 
as a very talented pianist workedas ac: 
companist to many of Terrace's instrumental 
students. 
He plans to attend U.B.C. where he*will study 
Biochemistry. 
Joanna occupied her spare time .with some I 
~xeellent work in the costume dept. of T.L.T. and l 
in the production of a beautiful baby girl, now~ 
eight weeks old. We wish them every success in  
the future. " 
To round out our baby corner today, 
Congratulations to Paul and Helen Crowder on, 
their 91b. 13oz. baby girl born August 22. Nicole 
Kathleen will join brothers Danny and Stevan to i. 
complete (for now) the Crowder family. 
In this time of growing interest in Track and 
Field maybe some thought should be given to the:: 
idea of re-activating the old Terrace Track and i 
Field club so successful some 12 years or more, 
ago. 
Many of, ~e  original organizing roup are Stillill 
in town, Doe ~and Nan Harrison, Gall and 
Betty Demmit, Jim and Berta Hanna,~Ra.y and: 
Pat Juddi LenOr!~, plus at least ~,p f  :~e,;~dal~ 
• .,. ~ng,  atli!etes aftd a Sentor CAna~h~ Ttacka~ 
nd Field COa'ch'. ~lHost 'b~f~i~l~ '~6a l~be I  
called upon for help and advice and as coaching 
is an all year round job, now is the time to start: 
thinking of Richmond. ~' 
Good training for our young athletes o that  
they may representus well, is our responsibility, 
so lets get started and do something constructive 
for them. 
Finally, Bruce Miller who has been so suc- 
cessful as our Aquatic director, is leaving to take 
a part-time job in Vancouver and continue 
studies at U.B.C. Bruce really enjoyed his job 
here at the swimming pool, did it well and will be 
hard to replace. Best wishes from us all. A post- 
script on Humming birds in town, there are still 
quite a few aroundand we know of one concerned 
citizen who, a few years ago was still trying to 
feed two at Xmas. Unfortunately the syrup froze 
very quickly and they. probably died. Our ad- 
vice, don't feed them and they will hopefully 
leave for warmer climes. 
I never thought the day 
would come when I would 
complain about receiving too 
much attention from young 
beautiful adies but during 
my stay last week at Mills 
Memorial ! was over- 
whelmed. It 's true folks, 
some nurses really do wake 
you up to give you a sleeping 
pill. 
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) - -  
An apparent leak of a Titan 
II missile's propellant 
spewed a hazardous, 
kilometre-long cloud from its 
silo 32 kilometres from here 
Thursday, killing one man, 
injuring three and forcing 
the evacuation of about I00 
nearby residents. 
The missile is designed to 
carry a nuclear warhead, 
but was not carrying one at 
the time, said Capt, Alan 
Defend, information officer 
*at nearby McConnell Air 
Force Base. 
U,S. Air Force Sgt, David 
Beaulteu said there was "no 
way" a nuclear exiloslon 
could be tripped while the 
missile was on the ground, 
He also discounted the 
ssibility of radioactivity. 
esplte first reports that 
there had been an explosion, 
the air force said later there 
was no explosion and the 
cause of the leak was not 
known. 
Air force officials said the 
mustard-yellow cloud was 
drifting northeast, away 
L . 
Just as a matter of in- 
terest, how does one go about 
jttstifying hiring a marketing from Wichita. Residents of 
consulting firm from Van- the nearby town of Rock 
couver to determine i f  were evacuated from their 
Terrace needs a telephone homes and sections of 
answering service? What nearby roads were closed to 
ever happened to, "free traffic. TEAMS DISPATCIIED 
enterprise?" Just asking. Air Force disaster 
~ ~  response teams acre 
I ~'~ (.~RR0 dispatched to the accident" 
' scene from McConnell Air 
Force Base. 
~;'. • The Strategic Air Com. 
Do l t  thro~ v~gtetatbh~esl.l~l.~ mend in Omaha, Nob,, 
iS usually rich in nutrients, reported three injuries 
among the two officers and 
two enlisted men who com- 
prise the normal crew at the 
missile site when the ac- 
cident occurred. Their 
names and conditions were 
not known. 
The identity of the dead 
man was not disclosed, but 
Defend said he was not a 
member of the crew. 
Beaulteu would not 
speculate how far the 
dangerous propellant cloud 
would drift before dispersing 
in the air. 
The 150-ton Titan II missile 
is the' largest in- 
tercontinental  bal l ist ic.  
missile in the U.S. arsenal ! 
and is capable of carrying a
24-megatou atomic warhead 
29,000 kilometres an hour. to 
targets 9,-600 .kilometres 
away. The silo is part of the" 
38tat Strategic Missle Wing, 
which operates 18 Titan II 
missiles within a 100- 
kilometre radius of Wi~ita.' 
The missile i s  about 32 
metres long and the' un -  
derground silo is 45 metres ,i, 
deep, 
i i  
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SOH00L DISTRICT No. 88 (Terrace.) 
School Opening I 
BUSRQUTENO.: No. ICEDARVALI-:.TERRAC~ * 
SCHOFIELD'S 
CEDARVALE CAPE 
FERRY ROAD 
FLINT CREEK 
WALLINGTON'S 
BOYCHUCWS 
HOGAN'S 
CINDEMASH CREEK 
ALLAN'S 
COPPER NOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR SECONDARY 
CALEOONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
AFTERNOON: 
THORNHI LL PRIMARY 
RIVERSI DE GROCERY 
INLAND KENWORTH 
TIMBERLAND TRAILER CRT 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
OOPPER MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY 
7:3) LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR 
7:25 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR 
7:29 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR 
7:37 LOAD ALL GRADES 
7:45 LOAD ALL GRADES 
7:50 LOAD ALL GRADES 
7:~6" LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:06 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:08 1.OADALL GRADES 
8:2S UNLOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR 
8:3) UNLOAD JUNIOR SECONDARY 
LOAD SENIORS FOR CALEDONIA SENIOR 
8:45 UNLOAD 
2:30 LOAD ALL PRIMARY STUDENTS TO QUEENSWAY 
2:45 UNLOAD 
2:50 UNLOAD 
2:~6 UNLOAD 
3:10 LOADALL SENIOR STUDENTS TO THORNHILL 
AND CEOARVALE 
3:25 LOAD THORNHILL STUDENTS TO TRANSPER TO 
THORNHILL AREA EUSES 
3:30 LOAD ALL CEDARVALE STUDENTS AND IN REVERSE ORDER TO 
CEDARVALE 
BUS RO4URE NO.: NO. 2 USK 
USK 
GOODEN ROAD 
KI.EANZA DRIVE 
COPPER MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY 
THORNHIUL JUNIOR 
RIVERSI DE GROCERY 
INLAND KEIWI/ORTH 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
PARKSIDE 
AFTERNOON 
COPPER MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
COPPER MOUNTAIN ROAD 
7:25 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:30 LOADALL STUDENTS 
7:33 LOADALL STUDENTS 
7:50 UNLOAD ALL PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
7:55 UNLOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
SENIOR WAIT FOR TRANSFER TO CALEDONIA 
0:06 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:12 LOADALL GRADES 
8:25 UNLOAD PRIMARY 
8:3) UNLOAD ELEMENTARY 
8:3) UNLOAD JUNIOR 
LOAD SENIOR TRANSFERS TO CALEDONIA 
8:4S UNLOAD SENIORS 
8:50 UNLOAD SPECIAL STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD TO KLEANZA CREEK & USK 
3:20 (co~d weather run to BAG Grocery) 
3:35 LOAD ALL JUNIOR & SENIOR STUDENTS TO 
COPPERSIDE, DOSSEN SUB AND USK 
3:40 UNLOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
AND IN REVERSE ORDER TO COPPERSlDE 
GOSSEN SUB AND USK 
BUS RQUllE NO.: NO. 3 U REMO 
OLD REND (ROBIN ROAD) 7:35 
KOERNER'S 7:38 
,~W TH'S 7:41 
KOZI ER ROAD 7:43 
MULLER'S 7:45 
OAGEL'S 7:48 
RACE TRACK ROAD 7:53 
MATSON ROAD NO. ! 8:00 
MATSON ROAD NO. 2 8:03 
ASANI'E'S 8:08 
TIMBERLAND TRAILER CRT 8:15 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 8:30 
THORNHILL ELEN~NTARY ~ 8:31 
THOR_ NHILLi JORiOR. ~ 8:33 
AFTERNOON: 
11-IORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD'ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD ALL GRADES 
LOAD SENIOR STUDENTS 
UNLOAD PRIMARY 
UNLOAD ELEMENTARY ' ? '  ~ *'" ... ~, • ' ' : "  
UNLOA~.JUN!OR STUDENTS ~ ~: .!/': ;~'. ~i~!~:~i," " .
t.R]LOAD', ' )'.,;% ~'-.' 
2:30 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO OLD REMO AREA 
2:40 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO OLD REMO AREA 
3:35 LOAD ALL JUNIOR & SENIOR TO OLD REMO AREA 
BUS ROUTE NO,: NO. 4 JACKPINE FLATS 
ZIRALOO'S 7:4S 
STREET'S 
JACKSON'S 
CRYSTAL ROAD 
PENNER ROAD 
KC RANCH 
LAKELSE KRUUM CORNER 
WOODLAND HEIGHTS TRAILER CRT 
THORNHI LL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
DOGWOOD 
LAKELSE-FKRUUM CORNER 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEN, EINTARY 
TI.~RNI-fl LL JUNIOR 
CALEDONIA 
AFTERNOON: 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:47 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:49 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:52 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:55 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:00 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:10 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:12 LOAD SENIOR & SPECIAL STUDENTS 
8:17 UNLOAD PRIMARY 
• 8:18 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY 
8:19 UNLOAD JUNIOR & SPECIAL STUDENTS 
8:27 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:39 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:35 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:36 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:3'/ UNLOAD JUNIOR STUDENTS 
LOAD SENIOR STUDENTS 
8:$0 UNLOAD SENIOR STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD ALL KRUUM ROAD AND JACKPINE AREA STUDENTS 
2:40 LOAD ALL KRUUM ROAD AND JACKPINE AREA STUDENTS 
3:30 LOAD ALL KRUUM ROAD AND JACKPINE AREA STUDENTS 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. 6 HOTSPRINGS 
LAKELSE HI LL 7:2S 
eLI'S PLACE 730 
LAKE LODGE ROAD 7:33 
HOTSPRINGS 7:36 
AIRPORT, HILL 7:53 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 8:00 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 8:01 
THORNHILL JUNIOR, 8:02 
DORJW~I ROAD 8:0/ 
CREEK ROAD 8:10 
LARUEL 8:12 
LAKELSE.KRUUM CORNER 8:15 
W(X)IX.AND HEIGHTS TRAILER CRT 8:!7 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 8:22 
THORNHILL ELF.N~ENTARY 8:23 
THORNHILL JUNIOR SECONDARY 
RIVERSIDE GROCERY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
AFTERNOON: 
11-IORNHI LL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
TI.K)RNHILL JUNIOR 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. / NEW REMO 
KALUM RESERVE 
NEW RF_N~ MAIL BOXES 
N.R. GREEN'S 
KALUM MOTEL 
FRANK'S DAIRY 
KALUM LK. RD. + HIGHWAY 16 E 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
BOELL'S 
DUTCH VALLEY MAIL BOX 
LANGERS MAIL 8OX 
DUMP MAlL BOX 
ELWOODS MAIL BOX 
DOVER ROAD 
~'CULLOUGH'S 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
E.T. KENNEY PRIMARY 
CLARENCE MICHIEL ELEMENTARY 
VERITAS 
AFTERNOON: 
COPPER MOUNTAIN ELEANENTARY 
CA~I EHALL ELEMENTARY 
CLARENCE MICHIEL ELEMENTARY 
PARKSIDE ELEMENTARY 
VERITAS 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
UNLOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
LOAD ALL STUDENTS' 
UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
UNLOAD ELEMENTARY 
8:24 UNLOAD JUNIOR AND SECONDARY 
8:30 ' LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:37 UNLOAD JUNIOR & SENIOR STUDENTS 
8:38 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:39 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD DORMAN RD & HOTSPRINGS 
2:35 LOAD DGRMAN RD & HOTSPRINGS & UNLOAD 
3:25 LOAD DORMAN RD & NOTSPRINGS 
AND IN REVERSE ORDER TO HOTSPRINGS 
7:$5 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR ONLY 
8:00 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR ONLY 
8:02 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR ONLY 
8:10 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR ONLY 
8:12 lOAD SENIOR 8, JUNIOR ONLY 
8:13 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR ONLY 
8:!7 UNLOAD SENIOR STUDENTS 
8:!9 UNLOAD JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:24 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
6:26 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
8:29 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
8:31 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
8:35 LOAD PRIMARY PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:37 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
8:40 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY ONLY 
8:4"/ UNLOAD ELEMENTARY 
8:52 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:55 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY 
8:$8 UNLOAD 
2:30 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO COPPERSIDE 
3:00 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO NEW REMO 
3:05 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO NEW RF_.MO 
3:0/LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO NEW REND 
3:0/ LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO NEW REMO 
3:35 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO NEW REMO . 
3:3/ LOAf) AI L ~TIII3FNTe~ TO NFW PFMO ', 
ONLY 
September 1978 
0ffioial Opening 
SCHOOLS WILL OPEN ON 
~[~UESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5 FOR 
ALL STUDENTS (EXCEPT KIN- 
DERGARTEN) AT 9:00 A.M. THE 
HOURS FOR THE DAY WILL BE 
9:00 to 11:00 A.M. REGULAR 
HOURS WILL COMMENCE ON 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. 
Rqislratim of New Pupils 
euue,Ta-- s0.o .  
Ten'ace Area 
"nton'Itlll Elementary • Thursday, 'Aug. 31 • 9:00am. 
12:00noon 
"ll~-tthlll Primary. 11rut:day, Aug. 31 • 9:00am-3:00pm 
Uplands Elemmtary • Thursday, Aug. 31 • 9:00ar~3:00pm 
Cassie Hall Elemmtary. Friday, Sept. 1.9:00anl.3:0~ . 
Clarence Mlchiel Elementary •Friday, Sept. 1 • 9:00an~ 
3:00prn 
E.T. K~nney Prln'ary Friday, Sept. 1.9:00am.3:0q~ 
Parkside Primary Friday, Sept. I .  9:00am3:00pm 
Copper Mo~ain Elemmtary • Friday, Sept. I . 1:00pro. 
3:(X]lxn 
Kiti K'Shan Primary. Friday, Sept. 1. l:00pm3:001om 
Thomllill Elementary •Friday, SelOt. 1 . 1:0~om-3:001~, 
Hazelton Area 
~ FleldElementary Aug. 29,30,31.10:00am3:00pm Hazelton Elementary •Aug. 31 l:00Dm.3:00pm 
Soulh Hazelton Elementary 'Aug. 31 l:00pm-3:00pm 
Kilwancja Elementary Sept. I. 12:00noon.3:00pm 
Stewart 
Steu~rt Elementary Aug. 30 9:00am3:00pm 
Secondary Schools 
Caledani8 Secondary. Aug. 28,.29, 30.9:00arn.12:3qxn ~. 
, 5keena Jun|or Seo0rKlary, Aug. 00, 31 - 10:00am.3:00pm " 
~.: '1110r~lll Junior Secondary. Aug; 20, 30, 31.11:00am.S:00pm 
Hazeltm Secondary. Aug. 23, 24, 25-10:00am-3:00pm 
Ste~rt Secondary Sept. 4 - 1:00pm-3:00pm 
or phone R, Earl 
This does not apply to students entering 
Caledonia from Skeena or Thornhlll Junior; 
nor tror students entering Grade 8 from the 
elementary schools, unless they have moved 
within the district during the summer. 
STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO REGISTER 
PRIOR TO SCHOOL OPENING SHOULD 
EXPECT A DELAY IN BEING ASSIGNED 
TO CLASSES. 
Special Hole To 
I(indeq;aden Pupils 
Kindergarten pupils who have registered 
previously will start school by appointment 
arranged by the schools. 
PLEASE DO NOT BRING KIN- 
DERGARTEN PUPILS WHO HAVE 
REGISTERED PREVIOUSLY UNTIL 
REQUESTED TO DO SO BY THE SCHOOL 
Bus Schedule 
The schedule shown (below) is the schedule 
' Wl~ich will be followed for the coming school 
year. Please retain copy for easy reference. 
0penbg Bay Bus Schedule 
f .f 
Busses will run at the normal pick.up t ime 
Tuesday morn ing,  September  5, 1978. 
Students wil l  begin the return trip home at 
11:00 a .m.  
For information regarding 
this schedule, please contact 
COASTAL BUS LINES 
635-6617 
or  
MR. LOTHAR HELLER 
MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT ~;'t 
School District No, 88 
635-4931 
BUS ROUTE NO.: "NO. 8 EAST KALUM 
':N~cCULLOUGH'S 
/.MAIL BOXES 
DUMP MAIL BOXES 
"~FARKAM'S MAIL BOX 
DUTCH VALLEY MAIL BOXES 
'HALLIWELL MAIL BOXES 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR 
,KALUM RESERVE 
PENNER'S 
N.R, MAIL BOXES 
NR GREENS 
FRANK'S DAIRY 
VERITAS 
PARKSIDE ELEMENTARY 
CLARENCE MICHIEL ELEMENTARY 
CASSIE HALL ELEMENTARY 
AFTERNOON: 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
E.T. KENNEY PRIMARY 
CLARENCE MICHIEL ELEMENTARY 
.... VERITAS 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR. SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR 
7:45 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNI'OR STUDENTS 
7:50 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
9:53 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
7:56 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
7.59 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:01 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:03 LOAD ALL SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:08 UNLOAD ALL SENIOR STUDENTS 
8:10 UNLOAD JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:10 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:25 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:26 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:26 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:40 LOAD PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY 
8:45 UNLOAD 
8:47 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:53 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:~9 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
STUDENTS ONLY 
STUDENTS ONLY 
STUDENTS ONLY 
STUDENTS ONLY 
STUDENTS ONLY 
2:30 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO QUEENSWAY 
2:50 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
2:$5 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
3:00 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
3:05 UNLOAD 8. LOAD STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
3:30 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
3:32 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO EAST KALUM 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO.9WOOOI.AND PARK • BRAUNS ISLAND 
THI~LITZ'S 
WILLOW CREEK 
CLIFF'S 
THOMPSON'S 
MAIL BOXES 
ORDE ROAD 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
BRAUN'S • KEITH 
BRAUNS ISLAND BRIDGE 
GRAHAM- AGAR 
KITI K'SHAN PRIMARY 
CASSIE HALL ELEMENTARY 
B & G GROCERY 
JACK COOK SCHOOL 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
AFTERNOON: 
KITI K'SHAN PRIMARY 
CASSIE.HALL ELEMENTARY 
CLARENCE MICHIEL ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
UPLANDS ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
BRAUNS ISLAND 
7:45 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:47 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:50 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:$3 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
7:58 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:00 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:(]5 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:11 UNLOAD SENIOR SECONDARY 
8:12 UNLOAD JUNIOR SECONDARY 
8:17 LOAD ELEN~NTARY & PRIMARY ONLY 
8:19 LOAD ELEMENTARY & PRIMARY ONLY 
8:21 LOAD ELEMENTARY & PRIMARY ONLY 
8:26 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:27 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:30 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:33 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:40 UNLOAD SENIOR STUDENTS 
8:,12 UNLOAD JUNIOR STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD TO BRAUNS ISLAND BRIDGE 
2:50 LOAD TO BRAUNS ISLAND BRIDGE 
3:15 LOAD TO WOODLAND PARK 
3'20 LOAD TO WOODLAND PARK 
3:25 LOAD TO WOODLAND PARK 
3:30 LOAD TO V~X~Dt :.ND PARK & UNLOAD 
3:58 LOAD ALL SENIOr-'5 TO BRAUNS IS. 
4:00 LOAD TO BRAUNS ISLAND 
UNLOAD 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. 10 GOSSSF' 
GOSSEN SUB EAST 
GOSSEN SUB WEST 
IGNAS' 
COPPER MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY' 
CRESCENT DRIVE 
THORNHILL" JUNIOR 
CREEK ROAD • ~, " 
LAUREL ,: 
DOGWOOD 
KRUUM • LAKELSE 
TRAILER PARK 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY • 
THORNHILL JUNIOR SECONDARY 
SUB . KRUUM ROAD 
8:00 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:03 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:15 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:18 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENT5 
8:22 LOAD ALL GRADES 
8:28 UNLOADALL.GRADES . . . . . . . .  t,:.-.~.., 
UNLOAD TRANSFERS TO CALEDONIA ~: '  "~ . . . . .  * "~ 
8:33 LOAD PRIMARY'ELEMENTARY & 3UNIOR STUDENTS ?.'. ".'~ ":, 
' 8:36 LOAD PRIMARY ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:37 LOAD PRIMARY ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:38 LOAD PRIMARY ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:a0 LOAD PRIMARY ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:45 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:46 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS . 
8:47 UNLOAD JUNIOR SECONDARY STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD ALL GRADES TO GOSSEN SUB 
3:20COLDVb~ATHER RUN TO B&G GROCERY 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. II 
COPPERSlDE 
COPPER MOUNTAIN EL .F_~NTARY 
COPPERSIDE 
COPPERMOUNTAI N ELEMENTARY 
CRESCENT DRIVE 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
"11MBERLAND TRAILER CRT 
RIVERSIDE GROCERY 
THORNHiLL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
AFTERNOON: 
THORNHILL PRIMARY 
THORNHILL ELEMENTARY 
CASSIE HALL ELEMENTARY 
PARKSIDE ELEMENTARY 
CALEDONIA SENIOR 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
COPPERSIDE.QUEENSWAY 
7.50 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
0:00 UNLOAD 
8:10 LOAD ALL STUDENTS 
8:20 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:22 LOAD SENIOR & JUNIOR STUDENTS 
8:25 UNLOAD ALL STUDENTS AND TRANSFERS 
FOR CALEDONIA 
8:35 LOAD PRIMARY, ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR 
8:38 LOAD PRIMARY, ELEMENTARY & JUNIOR 
8:48 UNLOAD PRIMARY STUDENTS 
8:49 UNLOAD ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:50 UNLOAD JUNIOR SECONDARY STUDENTS 
2:30 LOAD STUDENTS FOR KRUUM RD AREA 
2:40 LOAD STUDENTS FOR KRUUM RO AREA 
3:00 LOAD FOR TI'~RNHILL AREA 
3:10 LOAD FOR THORNHILL AREA 
3:15' LOAD FOR THORNHILL AREA 
3:30 LOAD FOR QUEENSWAY 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. ISROSSWOOO 
OLSON PLACE 7:00 
SPENCER PLACE 7:05 
WHITE PLACE 7:07 
MARTIN PLACE 7:10 
GROVER PLACE 7:15 
GEIER PLACE 7:20 
/VONK PLACE 7:50 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDAI~Y 8:13 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 8:15 
CASSIE HALL ELEMENTARY 8:25 
KITI K'SHAN PRIMARY 8:30 
BRAUNS ISLAND BRIDGE 8:35 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 8:43 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY 8~45 
AFTERNooN: 
REVERSE ORDER FROM 
KITI K'SHAN TO ROSSWOOD 2:30 
LOAD SENIOR &JUNIOR ONLY 
UNLOAD 
UNLOAD 
BUS ROUTE NO.: NO. 16 CEDARVALE • KITWANGA " 
CEDARVALECAFE 
FERRY ROAD 
SCHOFIELDPLACE 
WILSON PLACE 
KI'I~NANGA RESERVE 
KITWANGAELEMENTARY 
KITWANGA RESERVE 
KITWANGAELEMENTARY 
AFTERNOON: 
KI'I~/ANGA ELEMENTARY 
KII~VANGA RESERVE 
KIIWANGAELEMENTARY 
CEDARVALE 
8:000 LOAD ALL PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:05 LOAD ALL PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
9:10 LOAD ALL PRIMARY & ELF.A~NTARY STUDENTS 
8:15 LOAD ALL PRIMARY & ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
8:27 FILL UP BUS 
8:30 UNLOAD 
8:40 LOAD REMAINING STUDENTS 
8:45 UNLOAD 
2:45LOAD FULL BUS TO RESERVE 
2:~ UNLOAD 
3:00 LOAD ALL STUDENTS TO CEDARVALE 
UNLOAD 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. 88 (Terrace) 
Bus Schedule 
1978-79 
Bus Transportation 
Is A Privelege 
Not A Right 
Any misbehavior by students 
will result in suspension el 
bus transportation for the party concerned 
BUS TIMES AS SHOWN mY VARY SLIGHTLY DUE TO WEATHER & ROAD CONDITIONS 
! 
4 
I 
L, 
J 
b 
.,); 
• . . . . . .  . . . ,  , • 
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Smith sets W odd Record  immimii 
WEST BERLIN tCP) --  " l  knew that the field his gold, Wendy Quirk of said."WhatGrahamdldwas 
Graham Smith of Edmonton would be ahead of me on the Pointe Claire, Que., has really outstanding and out- G 0 P ~ N  
set a world record Thursday butterfly and backstroke," brought home a bronze and standing .again. But, of 
and put the Canadian team Smith said. "But I must Helen Vanderl~urg of course, I do think it's pretty . . . .  
into orbit at the world admit l was surprised hew Calgary a gold in synchro- good." 
.aquatics championship that well it went in the breast- nized swimming. At 19, old for womonswim- ; A N D  
had a single day of swim- stroke and the freestyle. This year's competition mers now, was she thinking 
ruing unseen in the world or I split under 30 seconds has seen the most meoam of leaving competition. 
Olympic competition, and that's the strongest I've won by Canadians in "No, ! want to swim till i 
Five finais were raced and ever come home." swimming with the gold, don't like it anymore, rdl ike 
five world records were set. Smith finished more thana silver and three bronze, in to get to the Moscow 
Smitli,2O, broke the re~ord secondahcadofsilver-medal t~?3, Canada had one gold Olympics, but a lot can / eJ DWJlRE .O," ANDERSON 
in the men's 200-metre in- winner Jesse Vassallo f the ' and two bronzes. In 1975, happen in two years." _ , - - m i I 
Canada had a sib/er and two TEAM DISQUALIFIED " l 
U . S .  
"There's no doubt hat it's bronzes. 
the pinnace x my career," Linda Jezek of the U.S. 
Smith said. One gold here is won the 200-metre 
worth all the six golds in backstroke with East 
Edmonten." German Birgit Treiher fin- 
ANOTHER BRONZE ishing second. 
Cheryl Gibson of Rd- Jezek's 'ime was a world 
monton won a bronze--her record 2:11.93 bettering the 
second of the meet--in the. 2:12,47 set by Treiher in1976. 
women's 200-metre Gibson's time was a 
backstroke to run Canada's Canadian and Com- 
medal totalat the champion- monwealth record. 
ships to six. "I haven't really done any- 
The Canadian relay team 
of Dennis Corcoran, of Mis- 
sisdauga, Ont., Chris 
Eriekson of Toronto, 
Graham Welbourn of Quebec 
City iand Peter Szmidt of 
Pointe Claire, were 
~lisqdalified in their heat. 
l:~Don.Talbot, coach of the 
I~ens team, said Szmidt left 
the .hleck before Webourn 
finishing the third leg, which 
resulted in the 
divldual medley race by 
clocking two minutes 3.56 
seconds and beating the two 
men that had bettered his 
1977 record this year. 
Alexander Sidorenko of the 
Soviet Union, who set a 
record in the event last July, 
could finish no better than 
third. Steve Lundquist of the 
United States, who had set 
the latest mark Aug. 2, 
finishing a disappointing 
fourth more than two seconds back of Smith.. Smith has a silver besides thing that outstanding," she disqualification. = 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Friday, August 25 
Whata 
difference a • 
~ ~ ~ .  _~ .~05 Newlywed 
a i Game 
News 
News ' "" 
News 
News 
V 1 45 News 
~ Seattle' - " 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
/ 14S Squares 
See for ymn o..   R i~05 'T°wnhall' Meet Ing 
i TERRACE HeN cont'd 
~Wi  4912 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C.VgG 1L9 V 145 cont'd 
I 
The Rockford 
x-xONz)~ Test drivea Honda today. Files 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~..:.:~.~.~.~:...:~:.~.:.:~.~::::::~:;:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.~.::~:;:;~;:.:~:....:.:~::::~:;:~:;:;:.:.:.:.:.:.~ cont'd 
~;~;~;:~:~:.:.:~:;:;:;:~:;:;:;~.:;:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:::~:::::~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:~:.:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:.~.~.~.~.~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I V :45 cont'd 
i n  ; ATTEND :: cont'd SACRED - . v  145 cont'd , 
" News 
i THE I ImT : News The 
PARISH , -  , 45 Tonight 
, ~l "~how 
CHUROH :,, iT.+ 4830 Straume Ave. Terrace P~one,,S-,3,, i ::~ I T°night I ShOw 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
OHURON 
ZION 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Cor, Sparks & Keith 
Paster Paul Mohnlnger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.n 
Mor.nlng Worship 11:00 
k .m.  i i i  
OF 
voun 
CHOICE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m:;:;:~..,!,,~ 
7:30 p.m. , 
L 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
OHUROH 
3406 Eby Street 635.3015 
)astor Bob Lesyk, 635.4328 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N.Thomas ' 
9:45 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
II:00a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
~:30p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
/ T.V. GUID 
6 paw to midnight 
3 CFTK 4 BCTV '9  KCT$ 
I - I 
Flintstones Emergency Mister 
Con't Con't Rogers 
Mary Tyler : Winsday Electric 
Moore Con't Company 
Hourglass News Z~ , , . . l i . , .= .  om 
, Con't Hour Zoom 
Con't ' rJ~nt'd O~er 
Con't cont'd Easy , 
I 
C.H.I.P.S. Operation MacNeil. 
cont'd Petticoat Lehrer 
cont'd Julle Crockett's 
cont'd cont'd Garden. 
I 
Duchess of Wonder Washington 
Duke Street Woman Week 
cont'd cont'd Live from 
cont'd cont'd Wolflrap 
The Raes The Rockford cont'd 
cont'd Files cont'd 
cont'd cont'd cont'd 
cont'd cont'd cont'd 
m ~  ii 1 I II 
Husbands, Quincy cont'd 
Wives cont'd cont'd 
& Lovers. cont'd cont'd 
cont'd cont'd cont'd 
The National CTV News )co~ . ..--.--,m ' ' it'd 
Night Final News i Dick Cavi l  
Movie Hour Show 1 T.B.A. Final SignOff 
i 
The LAte 
Show 
'Salzburg Con- .. 
nectlon' 
S... _a . . ,  Au~trst  26  '~:-'~:I~ ~,~,,,~, I0  a,m. t0~;6 Pal. 
, ,~ . . . .  '~ ,,*r, '~.'. ' 't ",. ."~., ![ 0 ~ 91~/ ('.or 0r~ ~,'l r~" . • 
~ * - ~  ," ' ' ~ Setiiml ': . . . .  • uaggy r'em=~ ' • --".'.~.- .. __ . 
1 n '~ & Nitwits cont'~ brreer 
I • • '.m:~ - ace ' Kldstuff cont'd • ' 30 5p 
JL  U :45 Sentinels . cont'd cont'd 
m ~ • mmm ~ 
~ . . . . . . . .  "'" Inner '00 Baseball Pre. :~avuroay ~m u 
: 15 Game Morning cont'd Tennis 
130 Major League Quiz Red Fisher What's . 
:45 Baseball Kids F~OOKIng-r 
I0 J 
1 
mmmm~mmmmmmm • 
: 15 cont'd Kum Hollywood cont'd 
:30 cont'd N.F.6. Discover T.B.A. 
cont'd cont'd cont'd T.B.A. 
. cont'd Mission . Frank's Consumer Sur- 
1 !~0 copnt'd impossible. Gardening v|val KIt 
cont'd 
': 4S conl'd 
cont'd Prince of Wales French ~ 
' Pastor Dwayne Barkman cont'd Stakes Chef ' I 
~ m m i l i m m m m  ~ 
KNOX OHURUH OHRiST 0:00a.m. Sunday Schoo 2 I~0 This Week Canadian The War Crockett's in Baseball Reflections Years Garden 
OF 1:00 a.m. Family Worship One Day cont'd Daniel 
;ervice 145 Sports Challenge at aTIme cont'd Foster M.D. 
LUTHERAN ~ ~ UNITED GOD o~ the space 1999 ~, Star Pc,., m 
OHUROH 334i River Drive - 2 i~  Sidelines cont 'd  Wrestling Alorkg 
OHUROH 0 i~  Saturday Movie cont'd cont'd Book 
Terrace, B.C. 'We're Not cont'd cont'd Beat 
• S ~ ~ , ~ m m  ~ 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 630-1561 Cor. SparksSt. MATTNEW~ " A ~ Major Wide World Firing 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White & Park Ave. ST .  :~  Married' 
Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Ginger Rogers League of Sports | Line 
Rev. R.L. White Rev. RolfNosterud ANGLICAN ml~ i~  Marllyn ' Monroe Baseball cont'd lEven lng  at 
Morning Worship 11:00 635.5882 Montreal ExpoSl .,cont'd ____~Pops . Eve Arden 
a.m. OHUROH 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. Morning Service 11 :003.m IIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll= Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 Church School 9'.45 a.m. 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
p.m. Sunday School, Con- 635-9019 I I I  
firmation Sunday Services'. I I 
L Youth and Adult Classes 9:30 a.m. Informal Servlce i S P E C I A L  ! ; ,, Church Sch ol 8, Adult :
- . . Discusslon 
• 11:00 a.m. Holy Com. 
- -  ~ reunion for the family 
, .  iMlnlsters: 
• Rev, Lance Stephens . 635. : 
) ~ I I  ( '  ]~'4~;" Stephen ,noue • 635" ! 
" 
l off al l  camping eqmpment | 
m . . . F t - -  '" " "7 - : ' ,  .,,'~'=,~ , , . m 
I::l 
• .,~:~: -~: , .  , . :. = 
• . . . . . . . . . .  , :  7:3o p,.,. Eveng,. --~'~.~/p--~-~--~-.-..-~.~y'~r- - - - - - - - - -~ '~a r ~  E 
~l l i l l l lX l l lmI  Selvatlon Meeting m.. - '~f,~t('~] ' ' ' ~ ; 
vw,=swv==m- Tues. Night 
i~l~l~l~llmMl~ll 7:30 p.m. Bible S tudy ,  L ~ l l l l l l l ~ l l ~ l l i l l l i  d 
IRI I,IF ~IQ IIII l l l l lk I~ Preyer Meetlr~ ' 
;unday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m 
Under 12 • 11:00 a.m, 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
Wednesday 
too, .ore. Gordon and Anderson Ud. League Fellowship Sparks St. & Saturday 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
Straume Ave. ChrIpJmqn Counselling 
Rev. S.Van Daalen EmergencY Welfare 
Spiritual Resources Store Hours: . 
Sunday School - Terrace 635-5446 or 635.2626 
a.m Tues.-Sat.  9a.m.-6.30p.m. ( ' l t .~R(;t :x  Sunday School Remo 1:0( • 
p.m. 4 
ii..0o a.m. Wo.h,p Servlc, Friday 9a,m.-Hp.m, VISA 
5;00 p.m. Worship Servic( CLOSED MONDAY 
;.....~.~.:.:.:.~.:.~.:.~.:...:...:.:.:.:..:.:.:.::::::::::::~:::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:i:i:i:~:i:i$i:i:!:!:i:iii~!i:!:ii!ii:iii:!:i:!:i:ii!iii~i!i!!!iiiiiii~!ii!i!i~!i~ii~!~ii~!~i!i~i~i~l!~!i£~il~i~iii~i~!~:ii i;.:••••••••••••:•..:•::•::•:.••:•••••:•:•!•::••••.•.•.••.•.••.•••••••••...•.••..•.•:•••:.:••••.•••••••••••••.•.•••••••.••• . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
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' ' ~'  : ~ I i 1 1 " ~ I ' Ta iwan in  f ina l s  
• r o i 
• " ~ . \ ! . . : . :~  ' WILL IAMSPORT,  "Pa. Pitcher Pan, no relation to k, oiivar Perez gave up six S+P 0 RT S :  ' .'i (AP)--ShertstopChao-Min the shortstop, allowed a tdts. The Santo Domingo, B ~ ~  ~J a, .~ , / ' "  ~Pan hit a three-ran double single in the bottom of the team represented LaJavilla 
• and Wen-Chu Pan slinwed fourth. Losing p i tcher  Little League. 
one hit and struck out 13 to ., 
+ ' ' ql" 1' . . . .  " ' " " :  . . . . .  1: { '  " : power Pintang, Taiwan, to a 
..: 3-0 victory Thursday over ~~. . .  
Santo Domingo, of the Do- 
minican Republic, in the 
'* i * '  ' : ' ", :i" !'~ii~ll ' ' . " . "' • i semifinalsLittle League°f Worldbasebaseries.ll's ~~~'~'~ 
. In an earlier game, Jeff ,~,: ~ .~,~ 
i terraoe' Alleys have 17 o0aohos basetothemoundand~t- ' " 
~::~: Saenger shifted from first 
. . ched hitless relief to ' 
preserve a 6-5 victory(,for 
Danville, Calif., owr. Lex- 
So, you think all there is to he a lead pi~e cinch to teach written exam. That qualifies The team of instructors is ingten, Ky. !'~ ~ ~,~ t,~m s,,e, •m,.+,.' 
bowling "is throwing that ..~.meoneel~e.todoit, right? you for a 'C' Certificate from headed by Doug and Mark TaiwanmeetaDanvill~en Mumford, proprietors of the Saturday in the chain. ~ -  ~ - ~ - - ~ 0  
itfle ball downthat alley and wrong. TO uecome a eer- r~ to knock :aS man~ ~ tilled bowling instructor, Association of B.C. Then, if Terrace Bowling Alley. Both piouship game. " line Doug and Marg have their Pan'e bases-loaded 
boee pins over as possible?" first you m~t go through 4-6 tnd log[naI!~, once you've hours of instruction from a coaching youth groups, and 'A' Certificates, which drive double off the: right • j 
ot the bang Sf that, itshould teaching master, thenpassa pass another written exam. qualifies them as Teaching centre-field wall came with 
~ +I n = ~ " f  Kings 
: on|heir way 
the Masters' Bowlers 
you spend a year or more 
you can get your 'B' Cer- 
, tificste, which qualifies you 
to teach adult bowlers. After 
another year of coaching 
Senior howlers and adult 
hegin-.ers, you may write 
your. examination for' your 
'A' - Certificate. This 
Masters. The instructors are 
there both to t~eh new 
bowlers the fundamentals of
the game, and to help old 
bowlers improve their 
average. So, if you're just 
new to bowling, or have been 
'doing it for a number of 
years, but need someone to 
two out in the top of the fifth. 
Two singles and an error at 
second base set the stage for 
Pan's shot. 
The game was the second 
shutout in the series for the 
team representing ~pin- 
Kuang Little League~,snd 
Taiwan's 19th straight series qualifies you to train seniors 
and advanced bowlers, and point out flaws in your style, victory since 19"/0. The team 
also has yetto make an error 
I 
It's time to call your , 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn H ickmin .  63S-8427 
Lois Mohningor - 63';.5309 
The Skeena Cellar Kin~ Mens' Senior B Fasthall makes you a Teaching why not drop down to the 
teamwillbeleavingforVmtoriatonighttocompetetn Master. If you wish to Terrace Bowling Alley? in series play this year. 
the B.C. Senior.B. Fasthall championships. Because continue your advancement, ******************************  
Of a bye in the~irst round, their first game won't be you can go to a com- ~ 4( 
/mfll temorrow at 2 p.m., when they'H take on the prehensive coaches' clinic, ~ ~- - -~,  r ~  4( 
~/~iner ef the game between Richmond and Nelson. which covers coaching of all speris, pass another written I -~  ~._-= TNEATRE 
I ~  0ut of tbe thirteen teams entered in the coml~eU~ On. examination, and become ~ ~ i i~  ~i~ ~ PASSES!  
• ,~e Cedar Kings are presently ranked flf~, an_.o ~ oe recognized by the Ccaeidng 
~ut to improve on that in the ~.our.name.nt..Tne corn- tina of ~nad~ ss a 
~tition wll] continue all weexenu, w,m me wmn~ ~ ] ~ Hidden somewhere in the ** 
~'  held in Swift Current, Seskatche~,van during the Bowling Alley. mere are 17 : ~  ~ mmo, downtown, shopping wiihi,) 2 Park. Certified ~itruetors with beach. English Bay and Slan|t'V near ~5or Day weekend, ads in the entertahunent ~l l~ 'A', 'B', or 'C' cer- 4( I '~  4( blocks. 125 attractively appo inted  al~-(ondltkmed ~ooms. audios, effld~ncy 
section m'e two Ten'ace 
17 361 16.5 1 . ~ , C 26 319 12.3 I 
~/~ FNISMnlD C""  Toe, BC 310 123 1,618 7 9 
~'T'dXWOy, U ~ ~u'~A - 5 Hfnagl, C '149 02 1,25"/ 3 8 
, "1" 117 d5 ~57 3 EMOy . . . . . . . . .  Wlkso~,  E 127 70 1,027 4 
QmWds, u ~o :~ o,~ ,~ ,* 'Lncster, S 139 d8 955 11 4 
Jmes, H 97 54 659 4 5 Pmggl  
Dames, M 8~ 47 ~09 6.7 " - - - I~  Yd~AvgLK 
• Fun~.._ Ycls Avg. L K N o ,  Ruoff, w .2,42640.: 76 
IISlG E 45 2,131 47. if/ 
Jnl~slc, H 14 do9 47.1 6e I~olla, BC 53 2,493 47.0 82 
Dumo, M 40 1,777 44,4 90 Nk:~tfl, S 4/2,0~ 44.6 77 
Clark, T ~0 2,301 d6.0 71 /~:Fall, C 43 1,871 dO.5 70 
O 45 L819 40,4 
T ,n1,.~29,0 o9 Pen# Rm • No, Yds Avg TO 
• Pufll RMgrI~No. Yds AvgTD Bright, BC 25. 364 II, i 0 
I~n0, M 24 249 10,3 0 Butler, E 24 lg~ iL 0 
.Nlm. H 10 151 15.1 0 O'ump, W 15 171 !1.4 0 HMter~ BC 19 ld0 0.,4 0 
C.ates, O 17 142 0.4 I H011m~, E 13 143 11.0 0 
IOm0R Ralm~ 
I~. Y~ Avg TD 
Olgllp, W 14 13 27.4 0 
Key, [3(: I1 3S)32.1 0 
/Wford, M 11 290 25.5 0 O'Hora, S 10 277 273 0 
N~.olf,,T 10 242 24.20 S~ C 10 27627.60 ~ , 64: I I  26424.0 0 
Ufleates, and they will be 4( i ~. - ,=  v ,m.=:OFL  Stats ' SiVi~now untilless°nSseptemberdailY5, fromTbe :~. ~ phone n 'L~ ~i~r~, a|d' ~ '11¢ Rooms. Drive,|n lobby and See P~r~dn,. 
Bowling Alley will be open .~ Find them, and if one is yours you ve 
from t to 5 p.m., and from 7 ~ w o n . . ~  ~av~ ', , e . r  V6G 1' 
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Suppor t  our advertisers W.O'"PRIVATE PAR IEsRECEPTIONS 
BANQUETS 
, , " ' CATERING " 
*********************.;**.~.;***~ DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
i HECTORS 
4~ j~.,  . INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MeN-SAT. $ PM. I I  PM 
,~ ~4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~i, J 
638-8141 
i ll SHOWING AT 8 P.M. ! l aske lm Avume • August 27- Sept. 2 ' 1 ' ' ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ 
]:' AMERICAN HOT WAX ~ 
i ::i Black Beauty 
August 26-29  • 
. • . • ~ j~ 
: ALICE, SWEET ALICE ,~ 
******************************** 
units and suites - each with pdvale bath. cole, 13/ amd phone. Dining 
Room and Coffee Shop. Lounge ,dab entmuinment. Samlde and Meefln9 
! 
175S Davle Street. Van¢oueer V6G IW5. PbOM: 604-582-1831 collect 
i 
sannman anti ] FORMAL DINING 
~ ~ "1, q~ Mon.Thur-8a,m,-12p,m, 
I o,) ! Fn.Sat-ea.ms-la.m. 
I I I  " = Reservations' 
. . . .  I i JI .u  OlTY OTR, ¢~s~o 632-3636 
• ~,  ~ o!m_m 
I ~ . .To ~,port120 mms.) I ~ presents 
,r. ]  UL( g S_O_ 
~; baked potato 
Oese~t",~add boverap inoluded, I1 
'~~J r  4 ~ bd l~~i t ' l~v  635.9161 $11 DANCING : Reservations at the Tudor up until 5 p.m. : 
WED.-SUH. 
4836 Hwy. 16 W. ~ . 5 a.m.-1 a.m. ,~ 
Terraoe, B,0, 
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MtP.ROWAVE OVEN WITH A MEMORY : 
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,E 
Reel Inn Mote l  located on H ighway 16, 
8 furn ished detached cabins  (al l  w i th  co lor  T .V. )  
6 t ra i le r  sites. 
1 - 42' house t ra i le r  ( rented) .  
Large 4 bedroom home wi th  suf f ic ient  laundry  fac i l i t ies  for 
the motel  laundry .  
Also ho0k-ups for  Overnight  campers .  
Close to the good f ishing areas.  
Occupancy rate  is exce l lent .  
Have a business of your  own in p leasant  sur round ings .  
:.*::::::::::::::::;:;:;:.:.:.•.*:::::::::::•::;:;:.•.:.:*.:*.:::::::5:::;:;:;:;:;:.:.:.:*:.•*:.:*:*.:*.:*:.*:.*:*.:::::5::::::::::::5:::;::::::::::::::::::::::::5:;::::::::::::::::::5 
I Criuatphs Scie.ce I
SOLAR HEATING-HOW IT  WORKS 
A surprisingly small num- 
ber of people know very 
much about a very old en- 
ergy source that scientists 
are saying could be the new 
wave of the future--the sun. 
Solar energy has the po- 
tential to cut America's 
heating and cooling energy 
consumption by a fourth. 
According to experts at 
the Aluminum Association, 
olar energy can be con- 
erred to h~t  v i'a Co(lectors. 
'~hese fiat plates, i'esembling 
large picture windows, are 
installed on the roof of a 
home, facing south, to get 
the most sun. About 500 
square feet of collector area 
will supply most of the heat 
for an average home in a 
moderate climate. 
The collectors usually 
cons is t  of an aluminum 
frame containing an alumi- 
num collector plate (holding 
a number  of aluminum 
fins), colored black to in- 
crease heat  absorption. 
They are usually made of 
a luminum because that 
metal is lightweight, cor- 
rosion-resistant and an ex- 
cellent heat conductor and 
very cost effective. 
The entire assembly is 
covered with two layers of 
glass or special plastic with 
an air space between, Like 
an insulated window, this me•is and peak sunshine 
double-paned cover reduces don't  usually occur at the 
heat loss, thereby increasing same time, the heat is often 
the collector's heat-trapping stored as hot water and can 
efficiency. It is backed by still be used after a few days 
convent iona l  insulat ion of cold and cloudiness. 
which also helps to hold the Air conditioning can also 
heat. be run with solar energy, 
A fluid, usually treated when the heated water is 
water, flows through the run through an absorptive 
collector, picking up heat cooling system. 
f rom the  aluminum ab- A l ready  ins ta l led  in 
sorber, hundreds of buildings, solar 
This heated water flows energy, it has been pie- 
to a storage tank where it dieted, will be used to heat 
transfers its warmth to a and cool •booth• le the  new 
conventional hot water or homes that will be built in 
air system for distribution 1985. The energy situation 
around the building by being what it is, that would 
traditional methods, seem to be more than just a 
Since peak heat require- lot of hot air. 
  oeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee AvoidTbeseCommon 
• ~ DOUGLAS ~: ;  O//I//WM • Dec0ratingl)lunders 
JE~ ,411 '\. a- . .  i "  ' ~7,~. E'sih'iC~ v Ih,t'ause home decorating is 
~[IJ ~_~ t..tlANNEL .... ~ . . . . . . . . .  O smnething ;'eu nice with. =o... 
",= \ ~ ],~'"~ REALTY ~'=":~"~~ • time. arr,~ts ,'no psycbolo,ic- 
ally. and is costly, veu don't 
~' : ~ ~ .  LTO.  ~~__ i  ~! , : ,,ant to make' irreversible 
errors in judgment. 
• ~. , - ] [~ I~ ~~ Ih, re are six dtworating plt. 
I. DON'T over-accessnrize. 6324721 ""'°": 
~.~ . ~ "  ~;;~ • ro rs . ,  . it lakes only one to() 
/~ i~_ ' .~ . .  I.ainlis. ashtrays, vases, mir- 
nlauy to g(i from charm to 
rhaos, When in doubt, d0n't. 
632-4426 • 2. I)f)N'~I ' try to force co- 
~ existen:e on a verletv of non. 
Z cmwdir ating patterns. It's very OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS, ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
v KITIMAT w 
O ,, , • ~ , ' . -  " --- • The Per formers  * I~  ' ; '~ ,~~~,~ 
WE ,EEl) LISTIN6S • 
Commission temporarily • 
: reduced to 3½ % : 
• You get the same • 
O 
3. I)('N'T hire just anyliedy • professional service for less... • ,.lash•iv deslgns., 
Wile says h( or she is an 
• ' • interior decerator. Even reput. 
? OOUGLAS CHANNEL "PERFORMS"  • a )le SLOrL, s hlhel sales personnel 
• "d(.cerat(ws." Tn he sure you're 
• WE OFFER SERVIGES IN • working with a true profes.. 
~onal look for All) or NSII) 
• afh.r the designer's name. It's 
a designation ust~i nnly by 
• APPRAISALS-PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • C,,)se who h.ve p..s,~ rigid 
• 4, I)ON"I' use monochr.. : LOT SALES-  DEVELOPMENT : 'lu°ufieutinn exaininati'ms' 
nla(i(' rnlor schemes in r(mms 
all * with a nq,rthern exposure. Cor. 
V OANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVlGE r(q'L (hill lighting with vii(rant 
~ (.ol.rs - yellows, oranges, reds 
@ MORTGAGES & RENTALS • ,h,,,,r h,,si 5, I)(IN'T buy ehair.~ I(w 
• • rhartn ahm(,. "Hit-test" f,r 
• OAN WE SELL YOURS? - JUST TRY US • ,,,,nf,,r, ,,,,d s,., that th(,v lih.r. 
ally n|qqtsurq' Ul) f,r wPigil! iI(la| 
• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0 ,:ir, h. 
b er 'J" TO QUALITY 
: W a e V  AND VALUE 
APPL IANCES STAND OUT AS VALUES 
Do you sometimes won- 
der if you are imagining that 
your dollars are not buying 
as much as they did a few 
years ago? It's not your 
imagination. By June of this 
year, the overall cost o f  
items we buy had increased 
86.8% since 1957-59, ac- 
cording to the Consumer 
Price Index of the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
But that is the price in- 
ere.'ise of all items combined. 
It is heartening to know 
that even with this climbing. 
inflation, there are some 
bargains left. For example, 
th.e price of most major 
home appliances has risen 
an average of only 10.9% 
since 1957. and some of  
them cost less than they did 
then. This means that the 
Consumer Price Index for 
all items has increased at) 
average of 4-3/4% per year 
over the past 18 years, while 
appliances have increased an 
average of slightly more 
than one half , f  one percent 
per year. In addition, appll- 
anees have improved in the 
last 1~4 years and you may 
receive more features for 
year money. 
in 1957 you could buy 
all automatic washer which 
featured a regular c:ipacity 
tub, two .~peeds, three water 
temperatt.res, built-in liut 
filter, illuminaled console 
Many Americans might be amazed at the way prices of 
some items have NOT 9one up in the past 18 vehrs. 
A 1957 refri9eratoL for in- 
stance, with a 3 cubic foot 
freezer and less than 10 
cubic feet of refrigerator 
capacity sold for $539.95. 
had a total of 13 cubic feet 
of storsge and featured a 
three cu. ft. freezer and 9.8 
eu. ft. refrigerator. It had 
cyc le  de f ros t ,  g l ide -out  
shelves and stationary door 
shelves, and sold for  about 
$539.95, 
The comparable 1975 re- 
After 18 years, the same 
size refrigerator gained 4 
additional cubic feet of 
space, plus many extra fea. 
tures, and costs $20 less. 
equipped for fluffing end 
permanent press; and the 
homemaker has control of 
time, temperature, dryness 
and tumble speeds. Dish. 
washers are more conic. 
nient with rinse-hold cycles, 
cutting board top  and spe. 
eial cycles tu clean anything 
COMPUTERIZED COOKING -Th is  Amana oven has a 
built-in solid.state computer with a remarkable memory 
that makes microwave cooking even more simple, accurate 
and fun. 
It's like a seetw I'r, mi 
sCieliee fiction. The It.me. 
maker enters tire k i tc l len,  
t((uehes a panel to girt, in. 
struetions to the tnier()w;Jvt' 
()veil, and leavt.s. The (wen 
does  the rest  tlel'r()sts, 
cooks, slow cot)ks, exactly 
to the time set. accurate to 
a fraction of a second. 
Ilappily for today's busy 
men gild women,  they Ca l l  
play ' th is  scene every day. 
For there's a new comput- 
erized ' inter(wave tJven that 
will enable then) to: touch- 
ill the cooking instructions 
and forget about it. Or. if 
the homemaker interrupts 
tile cooking cycle to turn 
the dish or to check the 
progress, the  of)eking auto- 
rustically resumes by oh)sing 
the door and touching tile 
"start" barton. 
In th is  ' r ( )uchn iat ic  
Radarange Microwave Oven, 
Amana has eliminated con- 
ventional timers and cun- 
trois. In their place is a solid- 
/~tate computer with a gla~ 
e lec t ron ic  touch  panel  
which is touched lightly to 
give cooking instructions. 
When the oven is not in 
use, the digital electronic 
display tells the time of day 
ii) bright numbers, There's 
still another •so :  as  l~ re -  
saut,c.~ :trial soup.% and blends 
'l'htw)rs us in stewing, The 
"Sh) Cook" cycle automat. 
•tally sh~ws down tile micro. 
wave cooking process; cook- 
lug most foods is still 100 
percent faster than in a con- 
ventioi)al ()ven. 
It also saves money  
and energy because this 
ue'w computer i zed  oven, 
sin(liar to other models of 
itudarange ovens, saves 50 
h) 75 percent of the oleo. 
trieal energy needed to coo) ~ 
most foods with a cos ie r  
Lions) oven. 
'['he portable, eountertop 
'rouchmatic is 15 inches 
high, 22 3/4 inches wide and 
17 I/4 inches deep, operates 
on 115 volts and has 675 
watts of cooking power. The 
stainle~ steel interior a/  
well as tile exterior can be 
wiped clean with a damp 
cloth. 
Bul it's the remarkable 
(•emery that makes this 
microwave oven se~m like 
something from the future. 
Here's how it work.,. Touch- 
ing the control panel send~ a
signal to the memory hank, 
which is a Bier(miniatur- 
ized chip about the size of  a 
fingernail and has the equiv- 
alent of 3,175 resistors, 
panel and a vitriable water 
level control. Today, a Mark 
I,~ WhirlpoOl washer, for 
example, cosL~ only about 
$20.00 more and features 
a large capacity tub, five 
push-button wash/rinse wa- 
ter temperature selections, 
self-cleaning lint filter, six 
cycles (including permanent 
press, super wash, and .knit), 
push-button contr.(!, fo r t, wo 
wash and spiu speeds, and 
automatic bleach and I%bric 
softener dispensers, in addi- 
tion to an illuminated con- 
sole panel and a variable 
water level control. 
Today's refrigerators can 
also bring you more for 
your motley. Many are al- 
most the same size on the 
outside as those of  I 8 years 
ago, but they are bigger oil 
the inside, due to improved 
th in -wa l l  insulating tectl- 
niques. The  1957 Whirlpool 
! mn,=P i . I  e~ f r  i tq,r : l  t( ) r  - I ' reeze  r 
frigerator-freezer is about 
the same size in exterior 
dimensions, but offers 17 
total cubic feet of s torage-  
a 4.79 eu. ft, freezer and 
12.46 co. ft. refrigerator. 
The Mark ! features no.frost 
automatic ice maker with 
variable.size cube control. 
reversible door swing, ad- 
justable cantilever shelves in 
refrigerator and door, .')d- 
justable meat pan, factory- 
installed rollers and a ch'4r- 
coal air filter. And best of 
all, it retails fur approxi- 
mately $519.95"-$20 less 
than tile 1957 model. 
With the extr=i features 
built into other modern ap- 
pli;mees, consumers are ac- 
tually buying •more value, 
• durability, and convenience 
than  were avai lab le  18 
years ago. Dryers are now 
equipped with a rack for 
no-tumble drying of tennis 
sho~.  etc.. and are also 
from delicate glass and plas- •hinder beep tu alert tl)e transistors and diodes. The 
• tie to pots and pans. Some boineinaker when some- instructions are stored in the 
ranges are now self.cleaning thing is to Lie started or bank and recalled automat- 
or continuous.cleaning, have coxnphqed, ieally as the necessary rune- 
picture-window oven doors in us*,, tile ¢~ven features tions are ueeded. 
and glass ceramic rangetop an add i t iona l ,  loft; iLion- Cooking by eoinputer is 
units, figblh)g way h) cook: gour- a sin)pier, more versatile 
Today 's  app l iance  re- (net slow cooking, which way (o turn out gourmet 
p lacements  se ldom need special connections, plumb- tenderizes lesser cuts of fo .d  for your family--and 
ing or venting. Also, warran- meat, creates full-bodied have alot o f  f~n doing i t . . : ,  
"l ; ~ ~ i~ ' ! ' ' /~ ' i * 'E '~ ' ;~" ' "  ~' ~ ~-';'; .d';¢. -~'~ " ' ~. t~'~;~'" ties have been simplif ied.,, ; i ~ .~-_ ,  Value and quality have . . . .  ~ : ~' " :.: 
daily battle against infla- 
tion. Luckily, however, ma. 
)o r  home appliances are 
not keeping pace with the 
inflated Consumer Price In- 
dex on all items. Consumers ~ ~ ~ l t f  / can invest in new appliances, 
secure in the knowledge that 
they are reeeiving 18 years 
of advanced technology and 
improved d'esign for an aver-• / /  
age of only 10.9% more 
than they paid in 1957. ~ r  qOU!~. .~: / / "  
~ i l ~ | m n a i l u n m n u m | u n | | u | u u m  i 
' [] 
_~, m m l m J l I l I I I  I I  0 (E~BMInl"M [] 
| Wl l i f l l l l i J i n  • Ol l l l l in  , "  
I • i 
i EXECUTIVE ' ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ i '  
• RESIDENCE at 5007 I I~ ,  ~ . .~ ~w~P~mlBI _ 
IMcRae Crescent. Two NEW REMO situated on - . . . '~  , . . . .  , m t .L~N and avrracnvelYI 
I finished floors, double Kliby Road 12 x 56 foot .j . . . . .  ,^.  , , _  .^a . . . .  .., 
B_ fireplace in ,Ivlngroom and mobile with..s!milar size ~;mU~;n~,gaT~v;¢wi't~u0";~= 
~=family area. LOVely K0;- vrame goal!ton, ..rout foot frontage corner • 
• chen.dlning area, five bedrooms, Wall 1o wall and ' - ro -er t "  Ran-e andre 
m bedrooms, most areas are cushion flooring, fully ~ i, ~ .v . . .  , ~, . . [ ]  -- . . . . .  r age inctuoeo, mrerlorm 
[]  carpeted, two bathrooms, fenced 80 x 2uu lot. m.¢t h= .=,=,,=a *,, he =,. ---- 
[] Exterior is aflracllve blend Separate dining a ea . . . . .  ~.,^,j n.t. ,,~= ¢nn 1 [] . . . . . . . .  On' iJ,~,-,o,¢u. Vl l lr  OLU,dVU. I I  
. .  of cedar, brick lacaoe and moaern Vlrcnen, ~Y Exclusive • 
m Worth $28,000 Listed exclusively []  • white stucco. , • ' 
• viewing at $71,000. MLS •[] 
: INVESTMENT DUPLEX at 3760 Muller Street is reduced to $31,500. Side by side two : 
[ ]  bedroom units. Ranges & Frldges included. Drilled well. Worth looking at for this low [] 
= price. MLS " : 
[ ]  . . . . . . . . . .  ,-,-~.ntL~^Tn~M ^f three bedroom mobile plus 10 x 50 cedar finished [] 
[ ]  addition with attractive wood stove, Modern In all respects and well landscaped with []  
[ ]  greenhouse, woodshed & lawn Some furniture and appliances are included at the [] 
: realistic asking prlceof lust $20~500, Try your offer, MLS 
[] " . [] 
• A.E. I,e Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service - 
[ ]  • 
• , [] 
_m ~ ~ ii,= . . ,~  = .~ ' EVENINGS ._. 
| B~ ~ ~ - - J L  41, ~,~ I Helen Gilbertson Harry Smith I 
| un U l U I  36o  l 
• Shin Parker Jim Daffy • 
• 4611 LAKELSE AVE. .. 
~ Bob Ripnleester • 
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I 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates thel'efore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
LOCAL ONLY: Company In the Thornhlll 
20 words or less $2.00 per area. Girls between the aged 
Insertion, over-20 words 5 of 14 and 18 who are In- 
cents per word. terested please call 635.3061 
3 or more consecutive In- or 638-1269 (ctf) 
sertions S1.50 per Insertion. 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
directed to the Herald Box REFUNDS: be sponsoring a bus trip for 
Reply Service, andre repay First Insertion charged for those people wishing to at- 
the customer the sum paid whether run or not. tend the Smithers Bulkley 
for the advertisement and Absolutely no refunds after Valley Fall Fair. 
box rental. "Hold" ad has been set. The bus will leave the front 
Box replies on of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
Instructions not picked up 
wlthln 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be  
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answerl0g Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the dd- 
verflsement as published TRANSIENT AD-  
shall be limited ~to the VERTISlNO: 
amount paid by the ad. '$3.60 per column Inch. 
vertlser for only one In. 
CORRECTIONS: a.m. on Aug. 26th & return 
Must be made before 2nd from Smithers fairgrounds 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE:  
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND Church 
Thurs. or Sa h 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price -$12.00 return 
$8.00 return- special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non,refundable tickets. 
For more information and.or 
tickets please phone 635-2494 
or . 635-7019. 
Do YOU Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Availablel 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
correct Insertion for the  
portion of the advertising 
space Occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the Br i t ish 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad .  
vertlsing that discriminates 
agalnstLany parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
'or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years,,uhless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
• requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Sterling Publishers Ltd. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. Skeena Health Unit ' 
On a 4 month basis only. 3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C: 
DEADLINE 635-6307 
The following are a few of 
DISPLAY: the servlces offered locally 
4:00 p•m. 2 days prior to. by your Health Unlt Staff: 
publication day. ' CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
CLASSIFIED: • Held weekly at the Health 
1:00 p.m. day prior to Unit every Tuesday from 
publication day. 1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
ALL  CLASSlhED CASH - Held at Thornhill 
WtTH ORDER other than Recreation Centre on the 
BUSINESSES WITH AN fourth Friday of every 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
Please. phone for an ap. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Cenh:e offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following' services - 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October !, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail "3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen yea¢ 
20.00 
British Commonwealth" and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) Will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
20, "the last Saturday In 
October, et Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Valley Rebekeh 
Lodge • Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
Both In Elks Hall 
Registration fop thl's 
season's Terrace Figure 
Skating Club will be held 
TuesdaY, September Sfrom 4 
- 6 p.m. and Saturday, 
september 9 from 1.4 p.m. 
at the Terrace arene Senior 
citizens room. The club is 
open to both boys and girls 
and there are no age limits. 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Sully and Jeanne 
Arther. 
Weight W~¢her| m~ln~ 
he ldw~y Tua~dayltl  p~n. 
i M the Knox United Church Hall, 4907 L l l l l l l l  Avmlue. 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Association Annual Fall 
Meeting, Sunday' Sunday 
September 10, Elks Hall, 
8:00 p.m. 
The Family Violence 
Committee will be holding an 
Important General Meeting 
at The Kermode Friendship 
Centre, on Wednesday 
September 61h, at 7:30 p.m. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Eledrlcal and Refrigeration 
oBntract. 
House wiring. 
; 635.5176 
(¢tf) 
RUPERT 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
THE HOBBY HUT.. 
Cer, amlc supplies and 
G~;eenware, air brushing 
available - custom flrlng. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 
TERRA,'r" 
APPLIC~-. ,RE 
INVITED r-u~ THE 
FOLLOWING OPENINGS. 
THE DUTIES FOR .EACH 
OF THESE POSITION 
WILL COMMENCE IM- 
MEDIATELY UPON AP- 
POINTMENT. 
1) TERRACE-THORNHILL 
HOME-SCHOOL COOR- 
DINATOR. 
Located in a Jr. Secondary, 
the Home.School Coor- 
dinator will work closely 
with counselling depart. 
ments to provide quldance 
and academic support, plus 
encourage and assist in 
extra curricular activities 
for Native Indian students. 
Some work in Terrace. 
Thornhi l l  E lementary 
schools may also be 
required. 
Qualifications. Ideally, the 
successful applicant wil l  
have the following 
quallficatlons~ 
a) Understanding of and 
sympathy for the adjustment 
problems of Indian students; 
b) Ability to. communicate 
with the parents of Native 
students. 
c) Interest and skills in 
• recreation and teen 
STEEL & leadership. 
d) Ability to work closely 
with public schools. .. 
2) LIBRARY AIDE 
POSITIONS. 
a) E.T. Kenney Primary 
Schooi- four hours-day 
b) Copper Mquntain 
Elementary School - four 
hours • day 
3) TEACHER AIDE 
POS IT IONS 
a) Parkside Primary School 
- This is a full.time position 
for a person to work in a 
special class with a 
physically handicapped 
child. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
• (Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Co~tract 
Service charge of 55.00 on all polntment. 635.3479 anytime 
N.S.F. cheques. . Babysltters who bring ~'(AJ12) . . . . .  
children ~mUSt, have,'parents ~ ..... 
WEDDING DESCRIP- wrlttefl~:cohsent fo r  Irfl-" IIG01'DENIR'uLi= ~''' 
TIONS: munizatlen. Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
No charge provided news ADULT CLINICS 
submitted within one month. These are held at the Health 
$5.00 production charge for Unit on Monday, Wed. 
wedding and-or engagement nesday, and Friday from 
pictures. News of weddings 3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
(write.ups) received one i~lnlment only. 
month or more after event PRENATAL CLASSES " 
$10.00 charge, with or Classes are held throughout 
without picture. Subject to the year at Intervals for 
condensation. Payable In expectant parents. Phone 
advance, the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
CLASS I IF IED AN-  from their family doctor. 
NOUNCEMENTS: Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
Births 5.50 For 4year old children. Held 
Engagements 5.50 on third Monday of every 
Marriages 5.50 month. Developmental, 
Deaths 5.50 vision, hearing screening 
Funerals .5.50 done. Please phone for 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 appointment. 
Memorial Notices 5.50 PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
PHONE 635-6357' Held every Monday at- 
Classified Advertising Dept. ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p~m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
~ H e l d  every Monday at 3:30 
INCHES AWAY CLUB or by appointment. 
Meet every Tuesday night et SANITATION 
8In the Skeena Health Unit. The public health Inspectors 
Fur more Information phone are now situated in Eby 
635.3747 or 635-3023. Street. They w II be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
Reprints of photos which problems. 
appear in The Herald are Speech and Hearing Clinic 
now available through our Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
office. 5x7 prlnts are $4 each Hearing tests will be done by 
end 8x10 prints are $6• by referral fr'om family 
Photos can be ready within doctor or community health 
48 hours from the time the nurse..638.1.155_ 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepald. For more Pregnant and in need of 
Information drop into our support? 
offlce at 3212 Kalum,or write Call for help from Right-to- 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Life promoters: 
VaG 4B4. Lisa at 635.3164 
; Carol at 635-5136 
WANTED DONATIONS Janna at 635.4503 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are LONG TERM CARE 
looking for donations of any Office at No.205-472t Lazelle 
old, broken or used pieces of Ave. Tel 6~5.9196. 
furniture, also any discarded Assessment and plann!ng for 
wood products we could use these eligible for Long 1arm 
for recycling or renovating. Care. 
Call us at 635-2238 between AID TO HANDICAPPED 
0e.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try Office at No. 205-4721 
to make arrangements for Lezelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance pickup. ,. for vocational and social 
Is your son Interested In rehabilitation done by 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace consultant. 
Scout Troop Is taklng pre A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
registration for September. being formed with the In. 
Max number will be 24. If rarest of promoting Scottish 
Interestedcall Mrs. Wardrop cultural Interest end events. 
at 635-3553. Fees will be Interested persons should 
1530.00 per boy. Anyone In- contact Eleanor Halley at 
terested In helping with ;35.~456 es s~en as possible 
Scouts pleasecall... - . . .  
. Join the 
Rape Relief - BLOCK PARENT 
Abortion Councalling 
& Crisis Line for program 
call 
Woman 635.3164 
638.8388 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS E XCAVATI N G 
2 dogs, a large grey mix 
male and a medium golden 
brown female. Reward for 
return. Phone 630.1490. (p4- 
10) 
Lost: In the 3300 Kenny 
Area, a black male part - 
persian cat, with light gre~ 
underfur, wearing a brown 
leather collar. Please call 
638.8425. (p3.19) . 
Experienced dicta-typist 
required immediately by 
Federa l  Bus iness  
Development Bank. Shor- 
thand desirable but not a 
necessity. Excellent staff 
benefits. Salary com- 
mensurate  w i th  
qualifications and ex- 
perience. For applications 
telephone Mr. Cousins at 635- 
4951., (c3-18)' 
A qualified pre.School 
teacher is  required for the 
Terrace Child Development 
Cf.ntre. The applicant wi l l  
work as an eld under the 
direction of the pro.school 
supervisor, with the 
possibility of assuming the 
superv isors  pos i t ion .  
Preference will be given to 
applicants with 
background In special needs 
children - psychology or 
related field. Please submit 
resumes to the Executive 
Director of the Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 2510 S. 
Eby, Terrace, B.C. (c5.20) 
Needed, Avon represen- 
tatives in the following 
areas: 
North Kalum, Graham Ave, 
Golf Course, Krumm Road, 
~Hospltah 4700 Block Davis, 
Park, Lntelle. Phone 635- 
2517. (cite 
TEACHING VACANCIES 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. 88 (terrace) 
Applications are invited for 
the following vacancies with 
duties to commence Im- 
mediately. 
1• ITINERANT TEACHER 
OF HEARING IMPARED 
Duties: to provide direct 
Instruction in auditory skills, 
signing, speech reading, 
speech and language skills to 
pre.school and school age 
deaf and hearing impaired 
children. To provide teacher 
and parent consultation and 
to provide liaison with Public 
Health Audiologist. 
Qualifications: Graduate 
degree or diploma in 
teaching deaf and hearing 
impaired. Person with 
successful primary teaching. 
experience and training in 
the teaching of language arts 
preferred. 
2 .  IT INERANT 
ELEMENTARY SUP- 
PORTING TEACHER 
Duties: with the a id  of a 
child care worker, to teach 
.and-or support the teaching 
of emotionally, behaviorally 
disturbed students aged 10.15 
years in the Terrace- 
Thornhill area. 
Qualifications: Ideally, the 
successful applicant will 
possess the following: 
i) training and-or teaching 
experience at the in- 
termediate level 
it) ability to communicate 
effectively 
iii) interest in developing 
counselling skills 
iv) professional ap- / 
pearance and attitude 
Please submit applications 
and supporting documents 
promptly to: 
APPRAISERS 
are required by the B.C. 
Assessment Authority for its 
Northwest Area Assessment 
Office located in Terrace. 
Duties include: under 
minimal supervision, per. 
forming moderately com. 
plex residential, commercial 
and light Industrial ap- 
praisals; .abil ity to co- 
ordinate and be responsible 
for specific mass appraisal 
projects; preparation of land 
va luat ion  schedb les ;  
researching, developing and 
maintaining current price 
costlngs as a supplement o 
existing cost valuation 
manuals; field work and 
travel as required; other 
related duties as assigned. 
Applicants wil l  possess 
secondary  schoo l  
graduat ion;  successful 
completion of appraisal 
courses 1 and 2 leading to 
accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or 
equivalent; a minimum of 
2:/2 years appraisal ex- 
perience preferably sup. 
plemented by technical 
courses relating to building 
trades or University 
education in related fields; 
ability to meet, deal tactfully 
and communicate ar- 
ticulately with the general 
public; clear and valid 
drivef;'s Ilcence. A lesser 
qualified applicant may be 
appointed at an entry level 
appraisal position with 
corresponding salary. 
Monthly Salary: $1509.73 - 
$1786.90 
Competition No. 78- 80 
Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Application forms may be 
obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
application forms to: 
Director - Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
Honda Mini-Bike, $250.00, set 
of bucket seats, $40.00,5 rims 
14" for dodge with hub caps 
$50.00 Phone 635.9589. (p5-20) 
For Sale, veal calves and 
Beef by the sides. Phone 635- 
7563 evenings. (p2.18,1) 
Shot GUNS FOR SALE. 
Rem. 1100 shot gun 2% In. 
New Mud. 12 Win• 3 in. Meg. 
Phone 633-2372 after 6 PM. 
(c3.20) 
GARAGE SALE 
From 10-2. Various 
household items. 3539 
Dogwood. Saturday August 
26. (c1-18) 
Wanted to buy. Electric 
fridge 8, stove. In extra good 
condition. Phone 635.7074. 
(c1-18) 
For Sale four man rubber 
raft, $75.00 and recreation 
room chairs, $8.50 ea. Phone 
635.3054 after six. (p3-19) 
Assorted apples for Sale. 
Inquiries at 4915 McDeek, or 
phone 635-2748. (I)3-19) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 845.7707 Houston. 
(c10-19) ' 
GARAGE SALE 
10 AM to 5 PM 
Sat. Aug• 26 
Hwy No. 16 East & Klrkaldy 
Rd. 
Hundreds of misc. Items. 
Plus new merchandise up to 
50 per cent off, also school 
Bus & Trucks for sale. Phone 
635.7824. (p3.18) 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
b) Terrace area school - To 
Work on an hourly basls in a ~"Scho01 DJ'str.ict NO. 88 
regular classroom to aid a (Terrace) ~: 
deaf teenage boy .  The Box 460, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
successful applicant must 4Bt 
know or be willing to learn (c2.18) 
sign language and must be 
willing to arrage flexible 
hours of work. 
PLEASE SUBMIT COM- 
PLETED APPLICATIONS 
ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 
31, 1978 to: 
Mr. M. Bergsma, 
Director of Instru.cflon, 
Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4B5 
Phone 635.4931 
c3.18 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full.time. 
Starting $4.00 per hr. Only 
mature,  conclencous, 
reliable person with ex- 
perience & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park in Terrace. Free space 
rent & commission. Contact 
F.L. Janauer 638.8233 after 7 
p.m. (p10.5) 
MAKE EASY $ $ s 
Easy Io sell pantyhose Also socks 
for the entire famdy, brmfs or bikini 
pantms, tights elc Free mstruc- 
buns and color catalogue. Write 
today: 
Mr. M. Bergsma VaT 4Y2 I m=----~ I 
Director oh,InstruCtion ~ . . . . . . . . .  " ........ . " . . . .  
WE . . . . . . . . . . .  NEED ~YOu '~°: 
P.O. Box 252 • 580 Bertrand Street 
Ste.Julie. Que..JOL 2C0 
HELPWANTED 
Earn.2 hours a day.S200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St . ,  Van- 
couver VGB 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Dlamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. 
Appieations InvHed 
Northwest 
Gommun:ty 
Gollege 
Space is still available in the following full- 
time programs. 
Cook Training and Upgrading 
Industrial Records andFirst Aid 
Early Childhood Education 
Electronics Technician and Upgrading 
General Mechanics 
Marine Engine Repair 
Interested persons hould apply im- 
mediately to The Registrar, Northwest 
Community College, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6511. Space is also available in 
our modern dormitories. 
Sponsorship on some programs may be 
available. Contact your nearest Canada 
Employment Centre• 
Lalt~ • ~nglne and Turret 
. Qoer~'s sg.12.hour 
Milling Mschlne • Operators J _ .. 
~9.124~our |Northwest Communlly 
Radial Drill Operators |College will be needing 
Sa.~4~our " |part-t ime instructors to 
" "  to"  and ate Iteach night courses In the 
~e set up oper . [following areas: . 
L~.~l~:. Surrw, S.C. a IBeslc Welding 
10 minutes from U.S. border I IAutomotlve lectrical tune- 
15 minutes from New Westminster • • 
3o mitres from vamouvor. I lUP 
Arn~e housing for rent or purchase. II lB luepr lnt  reading tor 
At Gearmatic we produce f ine  carpentry 
quality industrlal wlnches. 
[mechanical and hydraulicJ 
in a good v~rldng mvirmmmt. 
Take this ot~ortunity to wrk 
wlth an ambitious team and ' 
enjoy the advantages ofrural 
living. 
Call us now .. or cant~'t Vo~ 
local Canada A/WtlOower Cmtor 
for more information 
aemwmtc Company 
74OO - II~111 Strat 
Sun1% B.C, 4)(4 
Bo0keeping 
Business Management 
Personnel Managemenl 
Commercial Law 
Interested persons are 
Invited to apply to Mr. R.P. 
KIIborn at 5331 Mcconnell 
Avenue or phone 635.6511 
for Information. 
(c.4,10,11,17,18,24,25) 
Northwest 
Community 
Gollogo 
MOBILE HYDRAULICS 
DUTIES 
To teach the principles and maintenance of 
both mobile and industrial hydraulics in- 
duding: 
Fluid Principle 
Troubleshooting 
Preventative Maintenance 
The applicant will be required to travel 
throughout he college region• 
QUALIFICATXONS 
Minimum of 5 years experience in beth 
mobile and industrial hydraulics. 
Preference will be ~ given to those with 
Heavy Duty, Millwright, or equal cer- 
tification. 
TERM OF EMPLOYMENT 
No later than 1978-09-15 to 1979-03-30. 
SALARY 
In accordance with the College Vocational 
scale depending on qualifications and ex- 
perience. 
APPLY TO 
The Principal 
Northwest Community College 
PC) Box 726 
Terrace, BC 
VSG 4A2 
Further information may be obtained from 
Mr. Fred Hislop at 635-6511. 
/ 
, / 
i. 
t 
, 
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For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasaki motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635-4941 during the day. (sff) 
For Sale, bed chesterfield, 
rug, table, dresser, stereo, - 
Phone 635-4518. (i)3-18) 
&. piece drumset, Remo 
Sound Master In new con- 
dillon. Asking S300.00. 
Gemtop Canopy 8' x 36". 
Asking $250.00. Phone 635- 
7448. (p3-18) 
Friday, August 25, 1978 
I I  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603. ScoH. 
One, two and thre~ 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near school~ and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spoclous, security Iockul: 
and patrol. 
Full t ime manager in 
residence. 
635.5224 
(ctf) .... 
I 
~-CEDAR GROVE APTS. J 
13 bedroom townhouse apts.I 
Jwlfh full basements. No. I 
'1118.~29 Straume. (ctf) I 
Just arrived at Queenswqy 
Trading, Fresh Salmon roe,. 
while it lasts. (c6-18) 
Wanted to buy, used fridge~ 
Avocado preferred. Phone 
635.7579 after 6. (c3.18) 
For Sale 4 • 13" ET Nags, 
and tires. Like new. Phone 
635.5038 ask for Nash after 5. 
(p3-18) 
For Sale, Piano . Mason & 
Resch S800, Truck canopy 6' 
x 8', S250. Factory made, 
large money safe. $400, 
complete set harness $400. 
All Good Condition. Phone 
635.2997 after 6 p.m. (p3.18) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
Spot CASH forused fur. I 
nlture, household items,| 
guns etc. I 
Queensway Trading I 
3215 Kalum St. I 
638-1613 J 
c f fm&f  , | 
For Sale Piano. Oak, 6 
months old. Like new con- 
dillon. Phone 635-7579 after 6. 
(cS.16,18,20,22,2) 
Apples for sale. Phone 635- 
5986 or call at 4919 McDeek. 
(i)2-16,18) 
Trade or Swap: a .'! bedroom 
duplex moblle~ home. Lots of 
trees, greenhouse, addition, 
fireplace, etc. etc. All fen- 
cod, for 2 or 3 bedroom 
house, withe basement on V= 
or 1 acre lot. In Gossen, 
Capperside or at least 2 or 3 
miles from town. Phone 635- 
7074 or write. BOx. 1183 
Terrace Herald. (c5.22) 
Male cat to give away. Lifter 
trained. Has had it's shots. 
Call nights after 8, 635.2877. 
sit 
For Sale, all steel boat and 
trailer with 75 H.P. motor to 
view at 3857 Dobbie St. 
Phone 635-3101. (p5.18) 
I 
wanted room and board for i 
student, Age 15, good| 
family home preferred. I 
Phone 638.1546. (p3.18) 
MOVING, 
MUST SELL ! 
Exceptional family home 
close to schools and shop- 
plncl. I.ge. sunken Ilvlrlg 
room with fireplace, sliding 
glass doors to covered patio. 
Lge. Dining room with 
fireplace. Well cupboarded 
kitchen with built-in china 
cabinet in eating area. 4 
bdrm (1 down), 2 baths, mud 
room, rec room. Lge well- 
treed lot with green house, 
fruit trees and garden. 
Sacrifice price. 4840 Welsh 
635-3175. 
(ctf- M.W.F.) 
47.~ HOM~ 
FOR RENT 
3 bedrooms, wall to wall 
carpeting, carport and close 
to school. $26,500.00. Phone 
635.4334. (p5.19) 
Four bedroom, near new 
house, w.w carpeting, large 
lot located on a quiet street 
in Terrace. For Information 
call Prince GeOrge 962.6662. 
(c4-18) 
"Moving to Terrace, requdre 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
~undeck,. many '.e,xb'as. 
Located on bench ~on 
~nner St. To view call 635- 
~905, , , 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and hoard rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.71')7 local 
19 (c20.20) 
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w tew carpets, 
with partial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
;caped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367. 
For Sale by owner In town, 
side.by-side duplex. Each 
has 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 
bedrooms downstairs, 1V= 
baths and carport. Phone 
635.5233. (p3.18) 
Trade your house or mobile 
for a house in sunny Pen- 
tlcton, 1 yr old house, stucco, 
1188 sq ft, carpeted, on 2 
floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 utility 
hookups, and 1 bedroom in 
law suite. 3 blocks to lake. 
Phone 635.4380 ask for Dal. 
Wanted, a 2,3, or 4 bedroom 
house to rent beginning Sep. 
or Oct. 638.1155 days, 638- 
1395 after 6 p.m. (c3-18) 
Small heated garage fo r  
winter months, or 1 or 2 
bdrm house with garage. 
Phone 635.5363 from 8.5 and 
635.9636 after 5. (p3.18) 
Responsible female requires 
small house, maybe trailer 
In quiet Terrace area or 
within driving distance. 
Country setting preferred. 
Pets must be allowed. Call 
635.6511 Monday- Friday and 
leave message for Judy in 
B.T.S.D. (p3-18) 
Responsible Professional-i 
Engineer requires house or i 
duplex to rent September 1. i 
Non.Drinker, Non.Smoker. 
Phone Mr. Moore at 635-6256 
days, or 635.5713 evenings. 
References if req'd. (p3.19) 
3 bdrm house or trailer. 
Terrace or Thornhill. Phone 
632.5635 collect. (p5.22) 
Due to limited dormitory 
space or student preference, 
Northwest Community 
College students (individuals 
and families) require 
suitable off campus housing. 
To assist both landlords & 
students, the college will 
post notices of available 
accomodatlon. Landlords In 
the Terrace.Thornhill area 
who have rooms, room 8, 
board, suites, or houses to 
rent may list them by calling 
635-6511. (c9- 
Retail or  
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctt) i i  
C'hoice Property For Salej 
Just under 1 acre cornerJ 
property with paved street~ 
In front. / 
Four rental units with newl 
plumbing 8, hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
Nork shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& .... sht'ubs, 
Room~ for 'expansion o~n 
(:orner'very r(~asonabie for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur- 
nlshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark - 635- 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
F--~Sr saie ira acre laod, nicely . 
treed and cleared, good soil• 
and fenced In. Close to 
vocatlo'nal school, within 
municipality. Phone 635- 
5233. (p3-18) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $,15,000. 
Phone 635.4453. '(ctf M & F) 
PRIME LOT..- Thornh!l! 
Good potential. Phone 635- 
¢150 after 4 p.m. (p 10.55) 
1974 Datsun 710, 4 spd. 5 
summer & .5 winter radials. 
Radio, tape deck, good 
condition. Best Offer. 635. 
2084. (p5-19) 
1972 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Brougham loaded with most 
options. 67,000 miles, new 
tires, nice shape. S4800. 638. 
8413. (p3-18) 
FOR SALE 
IMMEDIATELY  I t I 
1975 Datsun pickup in ex. 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Wlnebago canopy, 
new winter snow tires, radio, 
8-track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol. 635.9101 Week- 
days, 9-5. 638.8255 after 6 & 
weekends. (p4-18) 
Open for Salvage Bids 
1 . 1974 Dodge Dart at 
Riversid e Auto Wrecking.' 
1 • 1976 Chevrolet Cuslom 
Delux, 4 wheel drive, Heavy 
Duty Camper Special with 
Canopy at Nugent Body & 
Paint Works, Kalum Lake 
Road. 
1. 1970 Ford Pick.up 
All bids are to be written and 
submitted to: 
Brouwer & Co. 
3238 Kalum 
• :~T~rra ce,' B,C,', "~ 
~-7173 ' " ' 
(c10-22) 
For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 kin,: super price. 
Phone. 635.6781. (p10-10) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran. 
chwagon, PS, PB, V8, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
Asking $1,800.00 Phone 638. 
1455 " 
1974 Ford Va ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic I~nltlon. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage.  Very clean con- 
dillon. Call 635.6391 after 6, 
798.2587, ask for Bob. 
.1976 Grand Prlx SJ. Good 
condition, air conditioning, 
PS, PB, 455 cu. In. etc. 
Serious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10.23) 
'73 Truck, 8' camper with 
lacks, and Insulated canopy, 
V=ton P. Up, PB PS, $2700 or 
best offer. 635.9448 
For Sale, 1976 Datsun B210, 
44,000 miles - $2200 635.4518. 
(p3.18) 
1975 International Scout II 4 
x 4. $3,950 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2507 or view ;4833 
Lazelle. (p3.18) 
For Sale, "72 MGB. Runs 
Good $1000. Phone 635-7410. 
(io3-18) 
1974 Mazda P.U. Excellent 
condition, Air shocks, bucket 
seats, sliding rear window. 
S1800. Phone 635-7607 after 5. 
(cS-20) 
1976 Ventura 4 Door Sedan. 
PS. PB., Automatic tram 
smlssion, Cruise Control, 8 
track and radio combination. 
5 summer and 2 winter tires 
mounted on rims; 27000 
miles. Asking $5800.00 or 
BEST OFFER. Can be 
viewed at 3967 Walker Street 
or Phone 635.5586 after six 
during weekdays. (pS-20) 
1974 Super Beetle. Runs 
perfect. Randy Taylor, 
Rosswood. (pl - 14, 18) 
'69 Ford half-ton automatic, 
360 motor. 635.3040. (p-10.22) 
1972 Volkswagon 411. Good 
condition. Phone 635-7320 
after 6. (p5.1) 
1971 Impala. $1500. Good 
condition 635.4266. (p3.20) 
1 - 1972 Ford !V~ ton pick-up. 
Good condition. Phone 798. 
2267. (p5.22) 
Lettuce and celery stay fresh longer if kept in paper bags. 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
ew Business 
Not listed in our 
B.I). Tel 9ireeteq. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-2040 
DIAL.AN-ORDER ' 6;=-3~t3 
TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635-3300 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 798-2221 
OLI'S PLACE - 798-2231 
BARNEY - SHOE'S & REPAIR  -635.3092 
PETS BEAUTIFUL;  635-9251 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 636-6367 
Olkton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
dudlo or 1 bedroon~ 
apartments.  Securlt'  
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
638-1032 
cff-f 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
4ew I, 2 and 3 bedroon' 
sultes for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
_ (ctf) _ no pets. ~ , 
IB  
HILLSIDE LODCE 
4450 Little Avenue 
~meplng rooms, 
~ousakeeplng units, cen 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only.' Phone 635- 
6611. (ctf) 
Carpet & Drapery Service  
( 
i i 
T - -  Ready.made drapes in  
| Indoor-Outdoor all popular sizes. ~. 
M Shags, Loops, Twist, Carlo "d Fr ,ca "r 
A Sculptured. le ace, tzt " 
T _, Weh. . . .  . . Sa 11333  : t  
E , t~ Scotch~G.uardea ,,9 cu~, sl;~ 
Car ol in • .. ~ p g I . . . .  , . ,  123 cu., s:~ 
~) ,*; :,,,o(), L ,ha  .:n. IFactory Service 
"'~;t . . . . . .  A . -  ~ ~" include¢ 
. (~ ,_ ~-,', ~'sh. ~ .... 
  IPFu ishmgs 
- Sheers- Lined Drapes 
• Insulaled drapes Dr,pe rods 
l a  eezer 
8 u. ft. $279. 
12 cu. ft. S299. 
16 cu. ft. S319 
19 . ft. S355 
SK  j23  . fl, S389 ED TRA F ct ry 
,-  ' ludid 
- ~ DEL IVERY 
When quality matters. \ '-',,:~ TERRACE & 
f *~ KITIMAT 
fl.Jx /(b :;,.Ih*'f~ L ~',k AREA 
l()/'~M.,.f;I Ph H4/ .1.1t~', 
OFFER FOR VEHICLE 
• OFFERS: 
Plainly marked on the en. 
velope "Offer on P.T. No, 
59" wlll be received by ~he 
undersigned up Io 3:00 p.m., 
11 September, 1978 for ']he 
followlng which may or may 
not be complete and located 
"as Is and where Is"  at 
Skeenavlew Lodge) 4011 
Sparks Street, Terrace, 
B.C.: 
1961 Chev. 4 Ton Flatc~ck 
Serial No. IC73038147~ 
Reference P.S. No. 2069 • 
To view or, for further In- 
formation contact Mr. Fred 
Oahlmann, Trades Super- 
visor, British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4827 
Keith Ave., Terrace, B,C,, 
Telephone 638-1191. 
License and registration are 
not' Included. 
Offers'must be accompanied 
by a certified cheque or 
money order made payable 
tothe Minister of Finance for • 
10 percent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub- 
sequently withdraws his 
offer, the 10 percent 
payment shall be liable to 
forfeiture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted, 
but the bearer of a successful 
bid will be required to pay 
the $ percent S.S. tax. 
A.W. Charlton, CHAIRMAN 
Purchasing Commission 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
(c1:18) 
1977 Chev Malibu Classic. 
Like new condition. Phone 
635:;'083 after 5 p.m. (p5-19) 
• FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (cff-f) 
II 
' i 
• MOBILE HOMES 
q ew mobile hom~ from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
• i(ct f i~ 
1 
i ,  
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house tra ler with 
fireplace near:stores and 
schools; on private lot. Rent 
$35~;. per month with optioa 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second • morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
I 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on ou~ 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Sovernment grant of $2500 
3ppllcable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver -. Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phone 
:ollect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
735.5447 
(c18.23) 
m 
For sale, 1971 Gl'endale 
.Trailer. Fully furnished, in 
excellent shape, on ~/2 acre 
treed & landscaped lot, with 
work shop, ioey shack & 
wood shed. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Priced to 
sell. Phone 638.8224. (p5-22) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Saf.eway' Trai lers. .  Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut- 
chlngs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636.2MD0.~ (p20-!S) 
For Sale: 1976' McGinnls 
12x68 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
Ixlrms & will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635- 
9750 or view at no. 18 5016 
Park Ave. 
10x50' - 2 bedroom trailer for 
sale. Set.up In trailer court. 
Large Joey shack. For quick 
sale S2,580 or highest offer. 
Phone 635.5582. (c5.13) 
Household Real~ 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees 
No finder,s fees 
• FAST SERVICE 
Come on in or call the nearest 
office of Household Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635.7207 _ . ,  .... 
For Sale or Rent, 1972 mobile 
home 2 bedrooms furnished MORTGAGE LOANS 
or unfurnished. All ap- promptly arranged 
pllances Including dish- anywhere In B.C. In- 
washer. Available Ira- formatlonand references on 
mediately. Phone 635.3408. request. J~D. Phillips 
(p3.18) Capital Corporation, 1.0673 
King George Highway, 
For Sale • 1972 3.2 bedroom Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6.'Phone 
trailer, depending. Franklin 588.0411 days, or 585.1603 
fire place, unfurnished, evenings, If) 
Completed 8' x 18' carpeted 
addition. Located in Thor. 
nhill. Price $6,500. Call 635. 
9589, or 633.2455. 
LAUGHTER: "Sunshine in a 
house." Thackeray 
I l l  
' Gertified i)oaehesr '* ! I 
...to teach new bowlers: individual or teams 
...to help old bowlers improve their game 
Aug. 22 - Sept, § 
14 paine & "/-11 peru, 
(Bowling alley open for casual 
bowling or lessonsJ 
Phone 636-6911 or Phone 636-9406 
for more information 
VOTER REGISTRATION 
1978 Munioipal Eleoition 
The "Municipal Act" requires that all eligible persons must file a voter registration' 
form with the Municipal Clerk, on or before 5:00 p.m., August 31st, 1978, providing 
they have not already done so, In order to be eligible to vote In the 1978 municipal 
election. 
If you are: - ' 
a) 19 years of age or over, or will be 19 years of age prior to November 18th, 1978; 
b) a Canadian citizen or British subiect; 
c) a resident of Canada for twelve months, and In the Province of British Columbia 
for the past six morHhs; 
d) a resident of the District of Terrace for the past three months; 
and were not registered on the 1978 Interim List of Electors as a municipal voter in the 
District of Terrace, you are eligible to complete the required voter registration form, 
whLch may be obtained at the Municipal Building, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
The "Municipal Act" further makes provision for the registration of non-resident 
property owners and corporations as voters, sublect to certaln restrictions. For 
further information concernlng the eliglblilty and reglst.ration of non.l'esident and 
corporate voters, please contact he offices of the District of Terrace, located In the 
Municipal Building, '3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., telephone 635.6311, 
The*1978 Interim List of Electors Is available for inspection at the District Office, 
Monday through Friday, from 0:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
E.R. Halsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
I 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
Y 
'For Sale, 8)h' slumber queen 
camper. Frldge, stove, oven, 
lacks. 63s.4327. (.1.18) 
For Sate. 1976 Starcraft tent 
For Sate, "Reg. ~ Arabian 
Mare, Green broke, gentle 
dlsposHIon. Offers - con. • 
sidered. Phone 635.7448.. (p3. 
~S) 
For Sale,'.;1 Hereford Bull, i 
Angus cross cow and 3 geese. 
Phone 635.2384. (p5-20) trailer with stove, fridge, 
furnace end canopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 635. 
3241. 
- .  r--".--I 
Z~ r' r | I.vnauo. toTender| 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
• Free Estimate. (eft) • 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO'JOB TOBIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDIT(ONS, SLUING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
, ,  PAINTING P.. 
Phone after 6: .., 
L' . . ~. '4094 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Vehicle Exhaust System 1866 
for Ministry of Highways, 
N;ezladin Lake, B.C. will be 
received up to 3:00 p.m. local 
time the 7th day of Sep- 
tember 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
peration, 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Incorporatel. $70.00pluS filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised incorporation 
over the.phone fastl Call 
Self.Counsel Se,'vlces toll 
free, 112.800.663.3007. 
Chargex and Mastercharge 
accepted. (cff.th} 
Dlvorcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer cepted.' 
supervised ivorce over the (c2-18) 
phone . fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Services toll free 
112.800-'663-3007. Charoex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
(4.13) 
For Sale ~/~ Registered Arab 
Mare. 5 years old. Excellent 
pleasure horse. Good 
disposition. Phone 635.6632. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained, at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 24th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be flied on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
I 
Say you 
saw it in 
the Herald 
.I I I  
Job opportunities 
.. FurllMr ' details ~n the' 'HEAD LIFE GUARD - 6.25 
following lobe are to be hour. Stewart. Must have 
obtained by. calling the bronze medal, must have 
Terrsce office of the Canada national life saving award or 
Employment Centre at 6.15. equivalent. . 
.713'1. 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR 
Vooafleasl instructor-1,727 ~9.00 hr. Terrace. Must be 
- 2,239 so.  To instruct fully able to teach typing at 
q~dents all theory & repair level of basic typing, in- 
Gl~linsel engines 5 months termedlato r advance, 
appointment. Terrace. .... ";" "~RI-CAL'iNSTRUCTOR :'
~9.00'hr. Terrace. To teach a 
DINING ROOM WAITRF, SS 
- $3,50 -;$4.00 per bout', 
D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
prefer experienced. 
Waiter.Waitress - $5.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and res~mible. 
BOOKKEEPING IN- 
STRUCTOR - $5.00 hour. 
Terrace. Must he thoroughly 
conversant with all aspects 
el bookkeeping & able to 
work independently -- 
conununicate. 
COCTAIL WAITRESS - $5.55 
per hour. Terrace. Part- 
time; shift work. Expert.ante 
not necessary 
clerical "refresher" course. 
Must have thorough 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Journal Clerk Caslder - $575 
so.  Negotaible. Terrace. 
Must have 40-45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
STORE CLERK - $4.00 per 
hour. Terrace. Temporary 
position; could work into 
full.time. Stocking shelves. 
cashier tidying store. 
Baker - ~.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
tull time. Must have ex. 
-erience. 
'DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $3.5044.00 D.O.E. Terraee, 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
,perience. 
Stenographer - fM0 - $500 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- COOK SEA FOODS 
per ience  pre fer red .  Negotiable,  $1,20C.O0. 
Minimum 2 years office, 50 .. '-Terrace. Must be fully ex- 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone, perien('ed. Evening shifts. 
SCALER- Union. Terrace. Plumber - UniOn Rate. 
Permanent, full-time. Must Terrace. Must be Jour- 
be fully experienced. Prefer neyman & have residential- 
coast license, commercial experience. ' 
/astructors- $5.00 hour. SECRETARY - STENO - 
Terrace. Instructors for D.O.E. Terrsce. Must have 
specific topics in home skills 2-3 years minimum office 
(include handyman) Arts & related business experience. 
Crafts, Academic, .~0 wpm minimum, high 
K~_ Benal, General interest degree of accuracy, die. 
end self help. la~one or shorthand. 
TEACHER - Negotiable. 
Terrace-lskut. Grade 6 & 7. WAITER or WAITRESS - 
Transportation included in $4.$8 per hour. Terrace, 
salary, l Years probation Permanent full.time. Must 
he 19 years of age. Must be 
Teacher of Hearing- Im- experieucedund heve a neat 
paired. Neg. Terrace. Must 
be B.C. Certified. 
Registered Nurse - $1~1 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patimsta in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
',to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
~.~4~..~ovided at cost. 
TELEPHONE OPERATOR - 
t3.25 per hour. Terrace. Shift 
work. Some typing 
preferred; be able to record 
messages accurately. 
Head Cook - $I,I00 - $1,300 
per month. Terrace. Must 
be experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
'COCKTAIL WAITRESS " 
D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
prefer expertenced. 
BABYSITTING VACAN- " $1,014.38 per month. Must 
CIES- Interested epplicante have Gr. 12, must have 60 
for bsbysittin~ vacancies wpm .dlctatyping & adding 
Sealed. Tenders, marked 
• Vehicle Exhaust System 1885 
for Ministry of Highways,. 
Dease Lake, B.C. will be 
received up to 3:00 p.m. local- 
time the 7th day of sap. 
.tember 1978, and those 
available at that time wl!l be 
opened in public at Brit ish 
Columbia Buildings Cur. 
per,lion, 4827 Kelth Ave;,. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 241h day of August 1978., 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender ~ 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
(c2-18) 
. .  
,~ . . .  A~a71Nt2  gPlnFR-MAN® 
[ ': 1 • ertut~ c~tmu~ ~ ~ Invitation to  Tender 
Seated Tenders, marked. 
Vehicle Exhaust System 1914 
for Ministry of Hlghways, 
Atlln, B.C. will be received 
up to 3:00 p.m. local time the' 
7th day of September 1978, 
and those available at that 
time will be opened In public 
at British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4827 
Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
V8G, I K7. 
Tendering documents rosy 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 24th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c2-10) 
I * 
%, 
. .  
, o•  
CATF ISH 
. .  . ,  
. L .  • - '  
B.C. 
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By Stan Lee and John Remi ts  
IE'~ . .  " -  ~w#r f;~:~E5 THAT I 
~# / , ' l  " ~ I e A N - -  ~ 'M.  I 
~:~:.I'~ ' ,,,'" 
by Roger Bollen & Gary Peterman 
Y,u-o'z: ~ , . . . .  
 E 'T 'DAY . I I 
A "TI~AIN, CATFI@I'4 ,/ L I 
 :-II 
Tll~ W OIP ID 
'I 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Vehicle Exhaust System 
1867T tot Ministry of HI0h- 
ways, Meztadln Lake, B.C. 
by  |Oh,,--y h, - ' t  
• a rtx;K ro_upt, hat; 
b~ Bnmt p ,~ mad'Jo]umy hut 
' 
,J 
",C ,J 
will be received up fo 3:00 
p.m. local time the 7th day o f  i 
September 1978, and those 
available at that time will be DOONESBURY by Gar ry  Trudeau 
opened In public at British 
I ' ~#/~rs#~- ~ tdV/ff" 
Terr , . . • (,uv~x~v.~ 
. h I 
Tendering documonls ~o:: I~  n~.~,  " "~ '? - - . "~Tt '~ '~, ' ; " :~"  J ~ '" ~ / / W ~ "  
be obtained at them • I I I I 
address alter 9:00 a.m. on h ~ "~-~b~Mre! I ' ,um~K- ~r/oN! I I ~m~ELC:~v ,~c~ ce-uz I I HPY~P ~ I 
the 24th day of August 1978. I; t~"~r~ " "'- C - " I ~"~;  ~ I I t=,~et'S- ~ I I ~%" "'7 & I 
Tenders must be flledonthe h J r  I1 1 
forms provided, in seated, I | ~ ,  I ~P ' l~ J ;~_  I I  ~ , tw- -~ , .  - 
clearly marked en,elopes. --31 ~ l l - ~  ~ ~ J  I I ~ Y ~ 4 1  
The lowest or any Tender , t~p~, , ,  m~L----~,,z~--'r-. - - - -  • 
will not nec.essarlly be ac- J t l l ~  ~t  ~11_~~1 I I~gLt~, 'T  LI ~~4~, , J l  
. . . . . . . . . .  cepted. 
• • • , ~ - • ' 
Yo.rl.d,v,d--I W;  on Days 
• Horoscope 
"ram:esDrake ' . . -v ' /~ ,~\~' -  
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST ~, 1978 
control needed; also a a little time to 'make some Bernstein, symphony eon- 
d~smJ~tic~ NOT to try and long-range plans. ~ ductor, composer; Bean 
dmainate others AQUARIUS ~, ,  ~ Connery, screen star. 
tO SepL 20)111)% (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~*/,:=~0~q ,,,wts King Fe,ture, Syndicate. Inc. 
(Aug. 24 Some astute checking could 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
~ign.re.ejmt 81yen for your blrth 
appearance. Must be mature 
and respemible. 
Cook - 4.e0 Hr. Terrace. Shift' 
journeyman or equivalent 
experience.- 
First Aid Attendent- 8.91 lit. 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp ;Job, Free B &.R. 
• Head Cock - $5.00 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required. 
CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
Keep ou your toes now. A save you ttme, pr~entwasted t .z~s,T j to lsv~a~tol~se~ 
FACTS! (Mar. 21 to Apr. you are unaware could be Don't divert effete., into un- One of those days when a beilding up. Watch, too, fir productive ch~.  
= ' *  i & FIGURES ] surprisingly well-- esPetially L I~  -- ~ (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)*~q~. 4912 Hwy. 18 Terrace, B.C.VOG lU 
if travel is Involved. (Supt. 24 to OCt. 22)-z&.~ m Pay no heed to glawmg ~,sv.JrsTeoo,..vf..t~x.*U 6~AI71 
Dealer Licence Number 02066A TAURUS ~. 'W,  Cemidur new methods and repo~ or m~aUonal rumors Between 1960 and 1970, 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ techniques, hut don't --  especially if fiaances are the amount of taxes paid to v.~lr~l~rrJ/k Test drive a Honda today. 
Whatever your plan& take overreach your capacities. Invelved.Keapo~anevoukooJ l cal, state and federal gov. 
Into account new trends and Neither be overanxious. And you 8beuld do well. ernments by each Ameriean l 
nearly doubled. It went from! work. Experleneed In ideas nnd, ff necessary, Impreos others with your 
complete meals & short change maneuvers to fit the poise &~l good ~udgmonL YOU BORN TODAY are an annual average of $628--to 
order & banquets, ourrent picture. Be dountlea& SCORPIO 'm ~te. endowed with a lively outlook $t,146. . . . .  
SHEET METAL WORKER- ready for the ~ (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 'JVt~M" on life; are keen-minded, Electricity prices may not 
Union. Terrace. Must be GEMINI ~ "  Aspects indicate the remarkably intuitive, per- be as high as they otherwise 
(May 22 to June 21)mm' f  ' poadlMlity of some deception cepliveandpracticel.Yoa.are might, thanks to new tech- 
• Another good day for In your arm. Be alert and more meticulous aoout nologtes being developed by 
launching new plans and ren0y to counteract witb handling details than those the Electric Power Research 
proJeebl. O~ oourae, SelBthle flllnn~B. Above all, avoid bern UlaJer most ~ns ,  alKI Institute. One of its projec~ will generate gas from coal at 
precautions and complete throe who have deceived you your integrity is outltending, the largest Iow-BTU gasifier 
understanding of your on-bet~re. You have a great love of test facility in the nation near 
dertakinas will be important. SAGITTARIU8 • ~ knowledge and never, stop Windsor, Conn. Pulverized 
CANCER ~JP..,~ (NOV. 22to Dec. 21)X '~f f  ~ to accun~to  more coal will be consumed at 
(June 22 to July 22)~%~.~lP Be ready to face ~ thun you have. lf you can cm/o the rateof five tons per hour 
YOU may gain a little here, petition. You usually enjoy the a tendency to be ovorexactmg to prod uee approximately 
lose a little there, bet the stimultUon of tt~, but don't with those under your 890.000 standard cubic feet 
overall picture is me of ad- burn tbe candle at both ends in supervision, you would make of clean gas per hour. 
excellent teacher, but vancement. A strong lunar your de~re to get ahead. F-amY annanyotherfleld,,aresultedto According to the United 
day stimulates quick thinking, dos  itl 
good Judgment. CAPRICORN l~ J@ your wealth of talents, States Department of Af, ricul- tpre. an Americ, n family 
LEO C July 24 to Aug 22)~4~ (Dee. 2~ to Jan. 20) notably: science, literature, with two children, G to !1 
Not much uluneterY help music, the stage, medicine years old, in 1974 spent on 
q 
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Oddities in the ,.news 
HIGHCLIFFE, England 
(Reutr) - -  A veterinarian 
removed the following from 
the stomach of a poodle pup 
Wednesday: a diamond and 
saiphire ring, a silver leket 
and chain, a watch, a dall- 
hearing, part of a roof-tile, 
six stones and a doll's head. 
Lynn Ockham, 19, owner of 
four.month-old pup Tammy, 
said: "When my jewelry 
went missing, we searched 
the house high and low, then 
suspieion fell on Tammy. We 
L 
and permanently barred 
from obtaining a licence 
after he caused an accident 
while driving without a 
licence two years ago. 
jibe man said e retired to 
Sapin's Isle of Mallorca in 
1959 and drove only during 
summer visits to West 
Germaw. 
• "I don't need a car or a 
driver's lieence in Mailer- 
ca," he said. 
Police confiscated his car 
and escorted him to if rank- 
old El salvador woman. 
But her mother had one 
stipulation--he could only 
marry Miss Contraros if he 
provided a mate for her 22- 
year-old cousin, Jenny, who 
has a five-month-old baby 
but no husband. 
The man said the ad has 
been cancelled because of 
the enormous response-- 
mostly fron divorced men 
fed up with liberated women. 
He said he's sure he'll have a 
potential husband for Jenny 
before the end of the week. 
I 
/ :.GORDON 
" AND 
NARDWARE" STORES !. 
, - - -  ANDERSON 
ran a metal detector over furt railway station to make 
her stomaeh and it bleeped surs be went home by mad." - -  /" T.V. GUIDE 
The dog was taken to the FORT LAUDERDALE, 
vet and an x.ray disclosed Fla. (AP) - -  A 73.year-old 
the objects inside its man searching for a wife 
stomach, says he has wound up hun- 
ting for a husband. 
FRANKFURT (AP) - -  A His tale came to light this All listings subject to change without  not i ce ,  
reckless driver who drove week after he placed an ad in 
thewrong way around one of a local newspaper that said: iHllllililiilillnlillJiiHllilllililillillllgilnilllllliil!l 
Frankfurt's busiest traffic ,,youn~lady, 22,slim, petite, urday Aug ight 
eircles at rush hour turned gentle~ obedient seeks ' Sat  , us t  26 5 p.m. to midn 
out to be an 82.year.old man husband over 40." 
licence TheFortLauderda.leman, I ~ l  i l ,  ~ whose driver's 
lapsed in 1963, West who asked not. to be iaen- I ~ ,,,.,e. | ~  CI=TK I J BCTV a KCTS I 
GKERMAN POLICE SAID tiffed, said he travelled .two "~i  ('I~BC) Ik~ (C6C) q (CTV) 1 .(PB.S) I 
Wednesday.. months ago to uentrai 
Looking ueeper into his Al~.ericain s~.rchof a _a~ie ~ . ' ' ~ ~  in i vs iWld e - - - ' - -  -" i =ve_n,ng a, I 
re.,'ord, police found that he ano iouna a willing mate ~ :15 l ~ I San Franclsco I World [ r-ops . . . . .  l 
was finedl,100marks($550) Marta Contraros, a 19-year- _ U ~ ~ d  eGtlants ~ort  " 
~ - - ~  =n ~.c~,co I Now, .our , -=.~,, , 
n :3o IL°s  Angeles Icont'U. IShow I~?_~ " I 
• V :45 Rams ¢ont'd 0 l z  
• ~ Raiders I<~'d I Womrr . I~[:P" 'c  I 
• ~co .~ I ! 'e T wo I con.t~ I ~._=':,3 " i 
• .'45 cont'd ' Ronnles cont'd i , ,~ ,~mm.m ~,  
BONDED . . . . . . . . .  INSURED ~ ~ c l a l  J _New, Avengers i cont 'd  I 
" t l i l=t tMAg l  PH ILL IPS  JAN ITORIAt  , I JRh ~ i ,d  I Ferland I <o.!:d. ,-~-..-  ~ , MR, BU,,..=.,,-..., ..,o...,.. co...c,.< ,.oo,..,.< 
li " . ' FREE ESTIMATES 
~i .  q"aoo Is Reserved .,, Types of Cleaning 
I I | | | Ip Mil l  C ARPETcLEANING STEAM ,WINDOW CLEANING 11 n <n ......... i 
, . .m u ' I _1  " All work done to your satisfaction 
for sour M,  . . , . . ,  . , . . . ,<,,. , ,  
L l TiRIACE, O.~. ~u~^r,r~ Tel. 6~.~,lao [~ 
i TOOVEY [ SKEENA VALLEY 
[ l R ENTALS 
OlUVlNTURI  . . . .  , -  
MEROURY t=.,.) IANANR Sunday, August 27 ,' I ,.-.,, DOLMAR i c°mRAcToRs'iNDusiRv'iN°ivi°uALs 
a ' -00 Mariners Prix d Ete Terry 1 Washlng;o,~ I 
I motors) (cha in  saws) , I Hours: Mon.- Sat. 0.6 115 Baseball cont'd Winters w~y_ . i 
i Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8-* , .30 ,',,,,t'" CFL '78 Star wait :slreev I 
n I ~ 1 =  " /41" /  4946 Greig Avenue . , , iaS cont'; Toronto Trek Week I 
• Dealer Llcence ' , [ 4946 6rmg ' Number 02013A 635-5929 I gO i J l ' l q l  I . phone 635.7417 ...' A ::15'0° ofAn°therview Point ArgonaUtSvs cont'dcont,d . J°utrnalBlll/~yers I 
• 30 c "a 
I . , i n  = , im , i i . _n  I KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES e INSTALLATION 7 ' I°nt'd: 45 cont'd Saskatchewan Roughriders Theatre Sunday con.d am li 
I uorraeo inooironlo Nepal- uu,  / . ,OULDED COONTERTOPS • ~ ::0015 Sportsworldcont,d CODlin Reginad ,or:A CrY, eup ,  ~re~otrmances it 
• 30 ' cont'd Robert Culp Coll't I I SIRVIIG l l l l l l l0i t IITIlUT / ~I~'ALWOOD ~ ":is centcont,dd cont'd cont d' Con',, 1 
I SERVICE ON ALL i / • % IITCHEN . .oo cent A :15 conl'd cont'd Show. ICon t / 
I| ]L~/'~I~ MAKES OF T.V, Swar renty  Depot for i BRAD REESE ~ l l ' ~ l m  Ae . . . . . . . .  i :30 Great American Music r,,,uesilon 
qO'~ w Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, | ~REA MANAGER ~ A b l I ~ I I = / : )  -- P "00 Met the I Summer Country Untamed I Block I S,,Ivania l 869.5TH V NUE m - - -  • :,IS iGame T 9 ~ee . Period I . I 
unM I;AT I;a m 5 o m / PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN)LTD. Press Canada World Perspective / 
~ I~ :45 cont'd the Top Comment _5occer . , 
, 4908Gr,,.a,,, " " / ' " ~ :30 News Reach for Capitol Germ 
, ~ cont'd Wild News Hour ' Bern ste!n 
' _ _  :lS cont'd Kingdom cont.d Conoucts 
' ~1  130 Castaway World ¢ont'd cont'd 
B A N Q U E T S P A R T i ~ s TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU :4s cont'd of cont'd cont'd " 
638-8195 7 "10~5 World Disney Hardy cont'd 
R E C E P T I O N S i of cont'd Boys cont'd 
' / Mysteries cont'd ANSWERING, :30 Disney Rhoda 
• :45 Con't cont'd ' cont'd cont'd 
Disco "°'"°° R !~o - r - laa la  Prolect King of Prolect Evening at MONITORING OR UFO Kensington U.F.O. Pops PHOTOCOPYING Con't All In cont'd Cnn't 
SERVICES V 14S Con't the Famllyn cont'd Con't 
Godfather Masterpiece B. POLICHEK J. Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE  :00 The Big ~ 
PHONE 635-8683 PHONE 635.925,?- Event Child Saga . Theatre 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 :15 :30 "Police cont'd Part seven) Con't 
Story'! cont'd cont'd Conlt 
Summer CTV Inquiry it'd 
c , , . , . .  1 1  ::~ Can't Symphonies cont'd cont'd SUZUKI Motorcycles and DEE1 SEA SAILBOAT coni'd cont'd Wodehouse 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 145 Can't ' cont'd Playhouse 
accessories in sleek R0W v. Full Equipped ~ ~ ~ T h e  National "~TV News World War i N.. --Hour "l 
~ @  LakeiseLake. db  i 145 FiveStar Final Final cont'd b, " ' Reasonable Rates The Late ~ ,,~ 
Show Late Show 
' " ~ Boatsfor Sale Batasl' 'Firehouse' 'Alexander: The .../' ~ , 
R ichard At. Vince Edwards Other Side 
Torraoo Equipment Sales L td .  MERMAIDYACHTSALES&CHARTERS =ms i s .  145 tenborough ~ of Dawn' .... 
4441 Lakelse635-6364 Phone798-2267 ~ ~ " 
Dealer No. 01249A ; SUZUKI GOES ~ DISTANCE! at WaterLily Bay Resort 
¢=mwmoM u~ 
Ready-Mix 6S§-39~6 
CONCRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE, B.C. 
OUSTOII O0NORETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
f ' ;  
e 
Yellowkead Fire ~ i o n  and 
Yellowhend Seeurflies S3~tems Ltd. 
PRIVA l! INVI 5llOAfOg 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE (604) 63S.3863 
TERRACE. O C * OR (604)6353861 
V8G 3N5 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
Watch next week 
for more specials! 
/ 
,..............................., 
Gordon and Anderion Lt l D 
Store Hours: 
('HARI;I~:X 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m. 
VISA 
Friday 9a.m.-Dp.m. 
